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parents of SUNY and CUNY
students, the people who will pay
a tuition increse."
A. study <:onductedby CUNY
indicates that with a $100 increase
in tuition, the university will, in
fact, lose approximately 1,500
students. The study also says the
TAP awards of students with the
lowest incomes would be increas-
ed.
~~~t~e.~o;~.i~~~rt~'t~·
Iy. Stuto urges @!~ Baruch students
to participatein this rally. He also
urges everyone to "register to
vote, and vote so you let your
legislators know you are out
there. "
Charles Stuto, Day Session Stu-
dent Government President ,
headed. the group of Baruch
students at the rally. Stuto said
there was much talk in Albany
about the rally. "The spirit was
definitely there. Everyone was up
there." According toStuto,. all
the politicians that talked to the
students opposed the tuition hike.
However, Stutosaid they would
probably vote "as thev see fit"
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here today are representing the
thousands more who could not be
here today. I'm speaking of the
..:...,'; ......
, ." .. .
R.J. Kibbee Chancellor of CUNY
crowd. "We are here to prevent
the loss of 1500 students from
CUNY. The 5,000 of you who are
':'''''More information for the student"
.'
-~---- --.----,._---
Leonard Shine, a - CUNY
University Student Senate vice-
president also addressed the-
sitiOn to Tuition Hike G-rowving
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by Don La-ub too. Some people have too much
Thethreat ora tuition hike at pride to take financial aid."
Baruch College and all CUNY In an effort to head off this
schools intensified this week when .tuition hike, over 4500 students
City University Chancellor converged on' Albany late in
_. Robert Kibbee said a tuition hike March for a rally and demon-
..,--appears likely. stration. Various. speakers ad-
Mayor Koch and Governor dressed the crowd, among them
Carey both called for. increases of Assemblyman Arthur Eve. (O-
at least_SlOO earlier inthe year. Buffalo), deputy speaker of the
This increase will make up for a Assembly, and a member-of the
·$5 million slash in the budgets of legislative .Black and Puerto
.the-city's community colleges. Rican Caucus. -i
The Chairman of the Board of "Students are going to have to
Higher Education, Harold M. organize politically," Eve said.
Jacobs, feels the increase-will be "You're going to have' to par-
approved by the Board. "I'm ticipate in the political process,
t> opposed to it,". Jacobs, said.' and studies that we've made of
1::'·,·:' "Many people are opposed to it. the Educational Opportunity
~-,. . ·Bulif the mayor takes off $5 Programs (EOP) in the State
;;'::';.;.:,....!TIiHiol1, w~'11 be forced to raise University system show that less.
£c~... . tuition." than ·25 percent of the
;:;~... -.' A $100 increase in CUNY EOP/SEEK are registered to.
"..:.
~,i... tuitionwill put tuition for juniors vote." .
~:" .._ . and seniors over the '$1000 per "Now, the system responds. to,::·
=~::~ .. "~~ .'.~. aUu-k~.~.One:.jktucl1·$lUdent . two forms-_af.P9wet,.'~.Ev.~~~::
~:~:: •.... :." ;:..t~<··;O~'~~~_fiaMf_~ _W'" . .' u· .••..- '
"j··'~·sij~t. "'>?P~.; "-:k~:~?!!!1#i2fCJ;k:· '-I';"'~" ....:;~ .... '-c-; ": •••• '-, ".:::' '~-;•• ;;;.-'-c.,.........,,: =-.r.r .:: ...;;.. r-:,~ ."' •
-*t'::::":, .' ..:' '.~::~~=-.<z.:.... :"";~~~:,~c ." . .JS', (Jniilstiidefti.s~:;QtKf··llrirtf:::"W9r·.
it~;,.,;::::,~-,~,~,,~r,.Q~h;ms:~.:l~.c;lQJ1~J.baY.e_'liQb.:n.QW,'.~f: . " .' " .•
F-- ::: -'~'and" d-have to- seramble to· fmd a . of our .. number S, ... sufficienm~
~.' --0-L.. job." organized, mobilized, and .'
r;: - Another srudent , Rafael prioritized, that we can make a
~., Mendez, feels people in lower-- difference, and that if we do that
income brackets will receive well no one would 'ever consiuer
. . ' .
increased TAP awards. He said it raising tuition, but lowering it."
will affect people in the middle
income "bracket more. However,
he added, "It will affect some
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Stokely Carmichael at Baruch
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every second of their lives be
waging a relentless, ruthless.
uncompromising struggle against
the. backward values of the
capitalist system."
by Edward E. Scott II must be understood, truth is
On April 26, the former independent of each and every one
Chairman of the Student Non- of ·us. Therefore, an African
o
violent Coordinating Committee, cannot know that they. are
Stokely .Carmichael, spoke to African. This however, does not
approximately 300 students in make them, any nonetheless
ioom4 North of the 23rd St. African." According to Mr. Carmichael,
~_.._,---_ .._-bttHding-; ---~_.- '. -- .- ---. ----He--then---said4hat·-heand his. the capitalist system is unjust- .....
Speaking extemporaneously, fellow 'workers, the members of since it allows one person to own
Mr. Carmichael outlined what he . the All Africans People's the means of production in any
termed the "backward, reac- Rev.olutionary Party, were here to' given situation. He also -stated
tionary, vicious, barbaric and get "The most conscious African that in this unjust system students
inevitable doom of the capitalist students and those who realize play an important role. What is
system." Describing himself as a that they have a responsibility to the role. students play in the
.·'consci6us man," he stated that help alleviate the suffering of the capitalist society?
his first purpose in speaking at masses of their people. (Also), to "The capitalist system uses
Baruch was "to fulfill (his) get those who are not conscious students worse than it uses
responsibrtity ' to humanity and try to make them ... more soldiers because the job of a
irrespectfve of the obstacles 'aware' of their responsibility to student within 'H1e society is to
~ placed in (his) path." humanity." -His final reason for perpetuate and to justify 'the
As ,a second reason for his speaking at Baruch was, "To values and institutions of the
coming to Baruch, M.r. Car- make everybody think;" given . society. - Therefore. the
michael stated that he, "wished to Mr. .Carmichael explained that capitalist system WIll come to
_collect from among_.you .(the making pe~ple, think in a have the students justify the
Batch students) the' most con- capitalist system was' difficult backward values of. the society
SCIOUS AfriCan students." MF-;- because the system seeks to ex~ unconsciously. ....
;~-.: . _Cao1U:chaei')hen" prOCeeded to < • ploit the masses of the people. ~e' '.On ~he. is~ue ~f. eco",?mic
;S>·?':.< ..·.?:~.emfiiii;:~,~...,at.:~'- ..he·'· ~.rit. ". 'by :, r;.urt~er·.s.t~t~.~,'··!n ..~...~e,}~;~ <.' lneq~hty:t~the'\.WI~ahs.l SOClet~· '.-~
. ~ .... >" l' oj;'. ,--'-:'.., ..... ,...,....,~ .~ t ' ' .. •. . - . . ..' ....1.:1.... ~"lI..:,.~...: ~'I.'I:_1l- 'Mr 'Carm"oI'hael polnteA to tlie'
~t!:~':'''''''';::''''~'''A:ft·k'3l1~t~~t.::... ~~... ::.:-!.·.":.;.;,- .•. ~~~~a~~·~4U~..UUU":·<- .~::~ ..~'". l'.. : .... ~I-~.;..
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concept of "black power. Of He
has also recently adopted a name ..






Organization, . more commonly
called the "Black Panther" party.,
Mr. Carmichael is also respon-
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capitalist system so it will never
mess with an}' other human being,
In conclusion, Mr. Carmichael
-s.tres.s.ecL.. the imporrance of
organization and the part it plays
in accomplishing the liberation of
the oppressed peoples of. the
world.
. 'Our people must be
·-organized. The student has a
crucial responsibility in helping
organize the masses of our
people. We ask that those who are
conscious, that is to say, those
who recognize that they must
discipline themselves to the
necessity of struggle and 1-0 come
now to help build revolutionary
mass socialist organizations for
the masses of our people."
After extending an invitation to
the audience to join the All
African People's Party. Mr.
~Carmichael put forth a final
question to the audience, "Are
you helping organize your
people? They are totally
disorganized. They are oppressed
because of disorganization. As
long as we remain disorganized
we will remain oppressed. I will
live up to my .responsibilities-
, .
The decision is up to you."
Mr , Carmichael is a native of
Trinidad. He was raised in New
York and Washington D.C~ Mr.
Carmichael is a graduate of
Bronx High School of SCience and
of Howard University. He came
[0 national prominence in 1960 as
one of the founders of SNCC as
well as one of the members of the
-,:....... .....~;
S'.,.. oJ;
to struggle against those who are
5entby the enemy inside' our
organizations, inside our com-
munity to confuse-the masses-of
the people. Here we fight against
them ruthlessly and without
mercy.
"Thirdly we struggle against
ourselv.es and against the
backward ideals imbued in' us by
the capitalist system' and this
struggle against ourselves is just
as ruthless and uncompromising
as on the other two levels."
Concerning whether or not he
believed the capitalist system
could be salvaged, Mr. Car-
michael showed that he believed
that only a total overthrow of the
capitalist system of government
could satisfy the needs of the
people.
"I have a responsibility to
humanity. .. I understand the
indivisibility of humanity ...
that is I know injustice against me
is injustice against any other
human being. My responsibility
doesn't even stop when I make
this force that is perpetrating
injustice against me stop per-
petrating injustice against me. My
responsibility to humanity is only
fulfilled when I insure that this
unjust force which is perpetrating
injustice against me will never.
ever again, under any condition,
anywhere, anytime perpetrate
injustice against any other human
being anywhere in the world. My
responsibility is to overt hrow the
••• " ..c.--- '1 __ _ .. _. ~ _ , •._1 ...
THE LAW DEPARTMENT WILL AWARD-
Americanthe
'Stokely Carmichael
ALL BARUCH COLLEGE GRADUATING SENIORS WHO HAVE COMPLETED AT
LEAST THREE UNDERGRADUATE LAW COURSES AT BARUCH COLLEGE
PRIOR TO-THIS SEMESTER ARE INVITED TO APPLY.
2. THE ANDREW J. COPPOLA PRIZE to the graduating senior of the Baruch School of
Business and Public Administration who has applied for admission to a law school and has
demonstrated both an outstanding ability in commercial law and potential, for success in law
-'- .
school study.
APPLICATIONS, WHICH MUST NOT BE SUBMITTED NOT LATER THAN May 10,
1979, ARE NOW AVAILABLE AT-
LA\\" DEPARTMENT, BARUCH COLLEGE
46 East 26th Street
Room 541, 5th floor
1. THE MORTON WOLLMAN MEDAL IN LAW to the graduating senior of Baruch
College who has attain,ed the_highest grades in the study of law; an4l





•'The Capitalist system tells us
that all of us are created equal,
which we are. This one can't
deny. But while all of us are
created equal in the society, some
of us are very. very, very,
very ... very rich and the rest of
us are verY'; very, very, . . . very
poor. "
"Now to explain how some are
'-'rich and some are poor, what they
tell us is that those who are rich,
they have 'individual initiative'."
However, Mr. Carmichael
explained that this. idea was in-
correct. He remarked that those
who are richer than the rest of us,
"have just stolen from us ...
(Capitalism) is an unjust, vicious
system where those who labor do
not enjoy the fruits of their labor.
It must be overthr-own."
He then outlined the three types
of struggle he believed that the
masses had to wage against the
capitalist society. "We do not
want you to think that the
struggle against the capitalist
society is an abstract struggle ...
in the struggle with capitalism we
struggle on three levels."
HO n the first level with gun in
hand. against those snakes who
try to support this capitalist
system. There. ruthlessly and
withoutmercy, we blow them our
of the way of the peoples march
to freedom."
"On the second level, we come
t..
r
By JEFF GORDON. Forstman
Campus Digest News Service blankets.
At Princeton University a Although labor unions. have
student protest against been pushing a boycott of J.P.
Stevens resulted in the Stevens products for over two
university discontinuing years, only recently has the
purchases of its products. The movement spread to college
boycotters also convinced campuses.
administrators at Bates Student activists at Prtn-
College, Harvard,' the ceton, Michigan State.
University of Pittsburg, and Brandeis, COrnell, Indiana,
Temple to cancel orders for the University of Pittsburg,
Stevens products. Notre Dame, Georgetown,
A similar attempt by. Temple, Bates College,
students at CornellfaUed.-_. G e 0 r g e Was h i n gt on
Brandeis Uni versity University and Harvard have
.Students convinced its ad- created a stir in protesting
ministrators . to vote' a pro- the labor practices of the J.P.
labor resolution at the J.P. Stevens Company.
Stevens shareholdersuWe've just ~hed what
meeting with its 3,000 shares you could call our sttlikedown
of Stevens stock.' cruise ~" says Gene Carroll,
_ "The campus boycott Is who is. d1r.ecting camp.us,..
just one element in a much boycotts of Stevens for· the '
larger overall international Amalgamated Clothing and
boycott effort, " reads the Textile Workers Union..
"Target Report." .. Active The reason for the boycott,
campaigns to put pressure on urged by labor--leaders, is the
the company come from alledgedly unfair and megal
rpligious, labor, political, practices of the J.P. Stevens
social service, and even Co. \,.> In combating union
corporate constituences organization of its plants.
throughout the country,"it According to the HTarget
continues. Report" written by union
Carro.11 admits that leaders, "The J.P. Stevens
building' interest in the issue Co. is the worst violator' or
on a campus takes time. workers' rights in the Utilted
··Initially there are problems. States. The company has
It takes time to build support practiced blatent racist and
on a campus." sexist hiring, continued to
He feels the boycott is ignore health and safety
starting to have an effect on regulations, and denied
the company. "They've cut workers their right to
their prices all over the unionize."
country," Carroll says. -. , The report claIms-
"Sales are up but profits are "According to te most recent
down." available data, the company
J.P. Stevens, he says, is pays its workers as much as
"dumping" its products on !i.-percent less than the
the market by making low- average national wage for
profit mass. sales .to In- factory workers.. '. State and
stitutions. tederal tnspectors have found
On one hand, Carroll says, cotton dust levels in several
the company claims it is not of Stevens plants to be up to 12
being hurt by the boycott. But times higher than standards
on the other hand they closed recommended by, the
a plant, laid off workers and Occupational Health and
blamed the closing on the Saftey Administration.:"
boycott. J.P. Stevens otten sends an
The boycott is' made dif- official to a campus where a
ficult by the fact that only 3C5 boycott is being organIzed to
percent of the J.P. Stevens deny ,the charges made by
are sold retail. The rest are union officl8Js
sold as unflnlshed products to When Carroll' visits cam-
manufacturers. And the puses, he Investigates
retail goods are sold under a whether or not the univeralty
variety of names. or college is buylng'-~cts
J.P. Stevens retail products made by the, J..P., ,Stevens Co.
.include . Fine '. '.' Arts. . .He also talks wltb.·audent'
,~~s~ema~er, Utica and leaders- and attemft+· ~ IJtIr
'.'}A.v ~ •• •••••Jt.JJb; ~et...~.'(IP~.~'U,Uatt.1iiS--4i'.'.- , the
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NEED TUTORING OR TRANSLATING?
We offer expert tutoring in LSAT, MeAT,·
Statistics, Accounting, English, Physics,
~ .
Chemistry, History, French, Spanish .. '. all
subjects, all areas, all level~
. -1 .
-description is of aman believed to
have committed these crimes and
is not yet formerly accused. No
students making civilian arrests
please.
posib1llty of a lowering of
academic standards tol at-
tract students, or the in-
stitution of more vecationally .




Carl Aylman Director of StudentCenter
about 165-175 pounds. He has a
thin face with long sideburns and
a long goatee. He was wearing a
black leather coat and sporting a
short afro.
Let me make it clear this
look for." That's a pretty dismal
thought" Baruch students helping
people rob their own school.
Mr. Guerra's second theory is
that someone saw one of the guys
. working in the I.D. room place.
money in the drawer, and ac-
. cidently. mentione_d:.i.Lin_Itont_oI_~.
the wrong p~rson. _
Because the security guards do
not "have pol ice authority,
meaning they caiuiotarrest or
detain someone just because they
have reason to believe he was
doing something illegal, it is
difficult for them to' charge
people unless they commit the act
right before the guard's eyes.Mr.
Guerra could not know money
was in those drawers and since he
did not see the man take anything,
all he could do was ask for some
identification and . then .withold
the man for trespassing if he were
not a Baruch student. Maybe
what we need is security to be
given more power to act in
sit U ~ t ion s I ike. the abo ve,
hopefully preventing more from
occuring. -
The intruder was described as
black male, height 6' -6 '2. weight
CUNY has been plagued by University.
a sagging academic These schools and others
reputation as well by the hope that the decline of
institution of tuition -- CUNY student age people, the 18-24
used to offer free classes. year-olds, affects lower, level
Enrollment at CUNY has colleges. Some prestigious
sunk from 265.000 to 195.000 schools stUI will have more
since 1918.· appl1cants than they can use,
Other schools which have but the lesser colleges.~be.
·step~d up.advert1s1ng.~the hurt by the decline. ' .. .
Unive~lty of San Francl$Co, . Students will, have an op- One 'groupQJ: prtv~e
St. Johns _ University, .. pOrtunJty to be more selective . eoJleges ~y..~e·
·Col.um·b1'a··· Ul'llve'rstty~''·-. "tn·..·'W!1-e-nr·_· they "-PX;-~"-a,m!-~~--~~~~""'~~.J!r~.,.•':".;~....:.
'MarYmount--COllege,'Hofatnf colleges'anaunlversftfes-'WfJl ··womeJ'l'.~.e.·TJi..,..~···~--~-~
University, Western State be more' responsive to the increases in enrollment over .
College, Duke University, desires of students. the past few years and . In-
Case Western Reserve Some of the fears of creases are projected lor the










. At 3:30 p.m. on March 20, a
man was. found rifling through
the' desk drawers of the 1.0.
room, located in the Student
Center building.
. ,people can get out through them.
Knowing the man was gone, Mr.
Grerra called Peter Kiernan, a
student ........who works at the 1.0.
room, and told him what hap-·
pened. Mr. Kiernan immediatly
came' down and . opening the
.,.~--- Luis--Gtter~a,a--security guar4-.draw-er-discoverecL$90_00in cash .
here at Baruch, was making his missing. The thief had left $25.00
rounds of the building and· in checks behind. A report was
discovered the intruder." I found filed with the Security Office,
the guy 'going through the drawers located on the .first floor of the 24
like he owned the place. When' I Street building, at 4: p.m. '.
asked what business he had there, Two weeks prior to this incident,
he said he was-looking for his I.Q.a student had her pruse stolen
card. I told him to. wait for from her bag by a man who fits
someone in charge to come down the description of the man who is
and asked him for some iden- thought to have robbed the Ld ,
.rificatien." The intruder then room. The girl had recognized the
jumped up and after pushing Mr. man as a student who had been
Guerra ran out of the room and attending Baruch in the fall '78
asked the student security person semester.· She believed he had
seated near the exit to . the 17 been asked to leave the school
Lexington Ave-building if she had because of trouble with .other
seen anyone run by. She replied, st udents. She has since seen the
UNo." He then ran upstairs hoping man in the building. '
to find the man mingling with Mr. Guerra has two theories
other students. He had no'luck about the robber, "That guy, the
there either. He then realized way he's been operating here I
theat while the emergency doors believe he has inside help because
are locked from the outside they he knows where to go, and what
are left open from the inside, and time to go at. He knows what to
Colleges turn to maioradvertising
.campaigns to help attract students
Campus Digest News service' naturally in even more
Hlgh school'students- are trouble. .
traditionally bombarded with It is the fear of declining
advertising by the armed enrollment· which led the
Services, techntcar. schools, faculty of Ute City University
... ~ .Pstru,;t:9Pg"r::gr".Y~p~rthoova:."'·te.~".'.~.:~.agesfew.· of New YQrk to make a .major•.adVertistDg .push.. ·.·· .
The alternatives presented According to Advertts1ng
. weren't much for·tmfschOlar ;" Age', thffProfeSSlooat· Staff
- unlessycu liked the Navy or 'Cong'ress ' of the . City
building television sets at University of New York
home. recently spent $100,000 on a 20
But because of the page ad supplement in the
predicted decline in college New York Times. The is
. enrollment over the next being made available to
thirty years. major public virtually all high school
universities are beglnningto uppercfassm'enin the· New
use the once unheard method York area.
of advertising campaigns as The congress knows full
well. well that if declines in
., :Many colleges find that enrollment continue, many of
relytngon reputation to at- its members 'will ~visit1ng
tract students isn't good the unemployment line.
enough anymore. The PSC supplement
Declining enrollment Is high11ghted each of the, 18
particularly 'unaffordable in CUNY campuses. some
this era of Proposition 13 tax professors and course of-
scares. The pursestrmgs eto ferings. it was hte first time
the state coffers are getting the untverstty advertised as a
tighter. Private colleges. .are .whole. .
.'
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Classes Begin Tues.. Eve May 8th
• 10 Pour-Hcur Sessions
• Unlimited~Use of Math-Lab
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The final match between David
and Howard was played on
Carole Woodroffe's set. This
match consisted of a 7-point series
of games, with the use' of the
doubling cube, which was played
fight down -to the wire. With a
score of 3 to nothing in Howard's
favor, David had miraculously
come 'from behind,' and beat
Howard with a final score of 7 to
-6.
Win or lose, everyone mere had
an enjoyable time at the uour-
nament. This is just one of the
many' activities that the Student
Center Program Board - has
sponsored.
If you are interested in joining
the board.rplease send your name
and phone number to the Student
Activities Office (Box 608) and
someone will call you. -We hold
our meetings every Wednesday at
4:00 in room 302 of the Student
Center, Come check us out
sometime and maybe get in-
volved,
Backgammon Tonrnameot
b)' Steven A. Lias
On Friday, April 6, the Student
Center Program Board held its
third semi-annual backgammon
tournament in the Alley Lounge
ofthe Student Center.
With the loan of backgammon
sets from the 212 Community
PROSPECTIVE AUGUST
GRADUATES




Professor Norman W. graduates' names will be listed
Storer, Chief Marshal for on a specia,1 page inserted in
Baruch's Eleventh Com- the Commencement program.
mencement, has announced Those who complete their
that prospective August degree requirements (and most
graduates will be invited to of them do) will be formally
participate in the ceremonies listed as "Class of August
on June 8th. ·The College has 1979" in the following year's
followed this policy since its program.
first Commencement in 1969. Instructions for par-
Those students who will be a ticipants; 'including details 'on
~
few credits SIrorr of - com- the rental- of caps and -gowns
pleting their degrees at the end and_ obtaining tickets _ for
[)f the Spring semester but guests, will be sent out soon to
expect to earn them during the all those who are eligible to
s'ummer should fill out an take part in this year's
"Application for Diploma" Commencement. Questions
form in the Registrar's Office - regarding eligib~lity ~h~_u.kI be
so- that they can be included in directed to the appropriate'
maiUng lists, etc. Office of CurriCUlar
Prospective August Guidance. -~ ... ."' ~
\' • h' - \.~:: j-.~ r.) fJ·..... .(
-' -," .•", _~_''''_ • .:t .. :. '._"'_-_~_""'-~. _ ,-.r.'I C -M.'A _.. _ " :.. ~ -.:- r~- .. ~·&·4·C-I,C .
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eliminate much of the potent ial
error in ih planning are r0
continually track the forecasts,
tracking down and weeding out
errors, and t o hav c extremely
d ct a ilcd planning. so that









Be a member of the team and
receive a free committee T-
Shirt. Please leave your name·
and phone number with the
secretary of student govern-
ment, room 409 of Student
Center.
Baruch's third annual Street
Fair is scheduled for Thur-
sday, May 10, 1979. To make
this year's Street Fair a~success
we need the help of fellow
Baruchians to assist with the
following committees:
Till.' major rca-on for U~1Ilg.
"model- is t ha: thl.'y art' ihc bcx:
method ft)~ t'orcca-ring. Model ...
arc u-c tu l fo r d et e r m i n i ng
t'oreca ... 1 accuracx , tor cvaluat ing ?"
a l t e r nai iv c -cc na r io x, for
maim aining internal convistcncy
(the~ an: capable of duplication).
for incorporat i ng all dev clop-
menr-. including -uch thing- as
<t rike... and t ax changes, for
t rack ine JO\\ n and eliminatinu
~ ~
error". and for r\1L' .... peed with
which ne« t'orcca ... t.... can be
computed,
1
With the worlds economy
becoming more com plex and less Center, and the sets that other
predictable. there will be a great students brought, everyone had a
demand for economists with a. chance to play.
solid mathematical background. -,,
particularly in stat ist ics and it..,
subdivision econometrics. For
those interesrcd : in the more
theoretical area- of economics.
marhcmarical economic ... i the
route to follow . In any ca c
... olid mathematical background ,
beginning w it h calculus. I'" a
prcrcqui ... itc.
Tho-,c ... i udcm- int cr c-t cd In
pur ... uing a career in Finance or
Economic ... ar e welcome at all our
FI:'\i-ECO Forum mcct ing s and
\\l' look forward to ... eei ng you in
thl' near fut ure.
the development of demand
models. salary models by oc-
cupation. and growt h model v.
Economic forecast s are based
on econometric models. which an:
statistical techniques. primarily
regression t ech n iq ue s , t'or
predicting future act ivit y. Tt1~
economic research department-
runs models for the L' .S.
economy. major world tradc
courur ies. and I. B.\1. product
demand. The model ... for the U.S.- -and major trading nation ... include
short term model ...-quanL'rl~
models-for forcca st i ng t \\()
years ahead. long term rnodelv-e-
annual models-for forcca-t ing
sev en vear s ahead. and in-
put/output model... for detecting
trends in t he economy. The
product demand models are u ... cd
for predict ingdernand for each of
I. B.\1.'s product lines and for
tracking derftand trends for the
\ arious products.
The reason for having short
term and long rerrn models boil'>
down to rwo major con-
siderations: -The presentstate of
the art makes it impossible to
forecast accurately beyond r\\0
years; howcx er , buget ary con-
s ider at io n s require accu rat c
forecasting. Some of I. B. \1.',
planning. par t icular ly for new
products. require lead t imes of up
to-xeven year ... ; therefore, there i ...
a need to hav c sornc idea of what
the future Hold\. even if it i..,n·r
completely reliable. The major
methods that I.B.M. u"e to
-
. Amongst the competition were
last semester's first and second
prize winners: Robert Norman
and Jenae Rubin. Robert had lost
his title to this semester's third
prize winner· and J enae was
defeated by Gary Beckerman.
Gary. who had lost to Jenae last
semester, said that he didn't care
if-anyone else beat him as long as
he beat Jenae.
First. second, and third prize
winners this semester were won by
David Hopkins, Howard Gold,
and George Charlton respec-
-------~--------------------...-------------"""i.;,;ti;..\'~-e~ly..;.. _
b,- Alonzo F. Cobb. Jr.. .
Ori April 5. 1979, Dr. Larry
Chemerine, an economist with the
I.B.M. Econorn ic : Resear-ch
Department. spoke on the func-
lions and responsibilities of
economic forecasting in an In-
dustrial society.
Dr. Cherner ine', ~a native of
Brooklyn. IS presently. the
manager of the economic research
department at l.B.M. In July of
this year. he will take over as the
chief eco no mi s t at Chase
Econometrics Associates. Inc .. an
economic consulting firm.
The functions of t he economic
research depart ment i riel udc
... making forecasts of the conornic
environment and its consequences
- - for the firm. assisting and
monitoring corporate planning
and refining the econometric
models used in forecasting.
The responsibilities of I he
economic research department
include the setting of corporate
objectives, the assessment of
divisional plans with respect to
sales volumes, the inflation
ourlook, industry forecasting.
contingency plans and the impact
on the firm of changes in the
international economy, among
others. the tracking of sales
relative to the economy and the
firm's competition. the tracking~
of wages to keep the firm com-
pet itiv c in the labor market.
economic analysis for measuring
the cost of forecast crrorv, for
manpower planning and for
ad\ isory functions to the firm'"
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"My vision was getting steadily worse,
even with greatly strengthened. glasses.
To my dismay I realized. I was going
blind. On the advice of my Doctor I
decided to trv the Bates Method. There
was an immediate improvement. After
only 2 months I was able to read clearly
without glasses. Better still, the cataract
which had covered part of one eye for
over 16 years was beginning to clear up."
Rev. Frederick A. Milos, -M.S.
"By following the simple exercises given
in this program, I have completely
recovered my vision. Now I can read for
long periods without my glasses."
Ron Moore-Technician
., I originally went to the Clinic to deliver'
some equipment-and ended. up trying
their eye-exercise program. I am near-
sighted. and have worn glasses for 15
yrs. In just 3 weeks after starting
the program, my eyesight has already
improved to the .point where lean now
drive. do business. and watch T.V.-all
without my glasses!"
, ~
By /ollowlng thl. program, ~ ",,"
soon be able to see clearly w'thout
glasses. Its up to you. Ordering the
Bates Method can be one of the best
decisions you ever made, So do it now-
before you get sidetracked and forget.
.Fill..-oue-the -order--couponr-ettach'your
check for $9.95 plus $1 for postage and
handling, and mail it to ustoday!
If you hawe any questions ,..anltng
this Pl'OII'am, pte_ cd us at
(415) 7&3-1191. Our qualified
operator wHl be glad to lie" ,ou.
"-. Six extrinsic musdls
, "control' tile shape IiMI
mowement of the "",.
This program has been speciaHy
designed for the individual to exercise
at home. Written in simple IIQD-tee! - ..
language. it giv~ YOU, ... t":ri-"b:::~:
you need to regam..Wi". !_ .~
in just l/: hour a day: iIIostaatIiI
complete step-by-step instructions" ....
special charts. and displays to .~








Here's a!l effective new ~ye-exerciseprogram that can
produce astonishing results in a v,ery short time. . .
The Bettervision Eye Clinic is
now offering a program of eye-
exercises that can safety correct
most cases of poor eyesight - so
that glasses or contact tenses
are' no longer needed., Originally
developed by Dr. William H. Bates
of the New York Eye Hospital. this
method has been widely used by the
Armed Forces. schools. clinics. arid






For many years it was thought that
poor "eyesight was just bad luck. or
something you inherit from your parents.
Scientists now know that most eyesight
problems are caused by accumulated
stress and tension-which squeeze the
eyeball out ·of shape. and affect the
muscles that do the focusing. The result
is the eye cannot form a clear image. and
the world appears to be blurry. In people
over 40. the natural aging process is also
an important factor. "
No matter what
your eyesight.probleRl
the Bates Method can help you.




It is important to understand that
glasses do not cure a visual problem.
They are simply a compensating device
-like crutches. In fact, glasses usually
make the condition worse. Because they
make the eyes weak and lazy. a minor
.problem often develops into a lifetime of
wearing glasses.
The Bates Method corrects poor
eyesight by strengthening the eye-
muscles and relaxing the eyeball. You do
simple easy exercises that increase your
focusing power. eliminate eyestrain. and
bring your eyesight back to riormal.
Because the Bates Method deals with
problem. you can expect to see a definite
. improvement in as little as 1 or 2 weeks.
Even if you have worn 'glasses all your
life-things will become clearer and
clearer. and you will have flashes of good
vision" . .as you go through the program.
these flashes become longer and more
frequent ... gradually blending i~to
permanent better 'sight-at which point
tE~~!~r~i~~s..~r~,..~~}_o~~ger ne_~~ssa_ry.
We usually find that people whose
eyesight is not too bad can return to
20/20 vision in about a month. Even if
your eyesight is really poor. within 2
to 3 months vou should be able to put
away your glasses, once and for all. Read
these case histories:
--~--------------------------------------------------------The Bates Method can marka turningpoint inyour life
better eyesight without glasses or contact lenses. The
" program. is guaranteed. Try it for 30 days, ~d if you're
not fully 'satisfied, return it for an immediate refund.:




Allow 1 to 2 weeks for- delivery.
Q residents -must add6~ 'sales ,til.
. . ~ . .
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Please be advised that the
Senate Elections Committee
approved in its Iast meeting






APRIL 24, at 4:00 p.rn,
-BALLOTS WILL BE
MAILED
MAY 8. at 11:00 a.m.
-MUST BE RETURNED
BY
MAY 22., at 9:00 a.m.
.Also please note that all
solicited for membership' in
t he Baruch College Chapter of
the National Honorary Society
Pi Alpha Alpha. Membership
is open to undergraduat-e
seniors, including. those who
have graduated this past
Spring, with an overall un-
dergraduate average of 3.2
and a similar average ,in their
public administration major.
Undergraduate juniors arc
eliaible if t hev have an averazc
~ - ~
, of at least 3.5. including i 5
hoursin rheir major.
Membership is open to
graduate students who have
completed 24 credi t hours wi l h
an overall average of 3.5.
Submit the enclosed form 10
Dr- David Bresnick, Chair-
person, Department of Public
Administration by May 1.
1979.
.president, who are over 28
years of age, will be permitted
to file a declaration of can-
didacy.
Since the age requirement is
pending the opinion from
counsel, should they uphold
"-he '~lge-"limitation~- -a-nT
declaration of candidacy for
the position of President filed
bv a student who is 28 years of
age or over will be invalidated.
I Please let the students be
aware of these' c..hanges by
allowing, if possible" some
reasonable space in your
medium. THANX!
Overseas Jobs-summerI year round
Europe, S. America, Australia,
i Asia" etc. All Fields. $500;.$1200
monthly. Expenses paid. Sight-
seeing., Free' info-write: IJe-..Box:






155 'East 24th Street. ·-2nd
floor.
Pr-ase bring your bursar
receipt.
The original calendar had
summer registration con-
eluding ori '3 Friday, which
would have precluded evening
registration. A Frida)"
registration would also have
prevented timely delivery of
class rosters, etc. Therefore.
the summer 1979 registration'
dates are being changed to:
Tuesday June 12th
Wednesday ! June 13th
Thursday June 14th
Summer classes will start as
originall~' scheduled on June
18th.
Bette Schwartz Personnel
475 5th Ave. "686-7106
Accounting Clerk, Night, School
Students with 9-12 credits
$200-$225
You, are invited to. an n-
Iro'd-~ctory Program on
Siddha: Yoga and Meditation
in Room 114 (24th St.) on
Thu~~y, ~ay 10th, ~tween
12':2:00: 'Swanii: Paramanan~a
-~itiie:~e~ y~rk Asau:am will
speak and a s~iaI~v.ideo&ape
"'illite sbown. ,
To all Baruch students who
are interested in pedaling a
bike for Baruch' College. W.e
are forming a group to ride on
Ma~' 26th and May 27th in the'
bicycleinarathon. All who are
interested and would like more
infQrmatiori,jJleaseget Tn
touch with Tony Cortez. Rm.
318, 24th St. Bldg. or call 725-
4433. All are invited: Teacher.
Students and Baruch Per-
sonnel.
DATE: Mal 26th, 12 noon
to May 27th 12 noon.
TIME: 10:00 A.M.
PLACE: 72nd Street off 5th
Avenue
ADDMISSION: Free "
You do not have to ride for 24
____........hQurs. The 24 hours a~ fuollr=------.Jitu.d.e.n.u~~ihing--lJll.......:..r.un..-hl:r.........---I_-tb~~!ISl4;-~HUJe----G;~yo:~-e~~~-_yCro-Imm:nqrid_]~igr'1~;:'JrrnryfI'OJ~mr
your to complete the distance
you choose. You rest when
'you want•. etc.
Baruch's Goal 100 miles (it
will not take 24 hours to
complete)
We are, going.. ro iarrange "a
future date to meet before the
race. Please gel in touch with
me as soon as possible. The
more the merrier.
--- -_. -t979i80"'financial aid forms
are now available at the
Financial Aid Office located at
-........ :
.-
Women's Voices: Birth Control"
LIBERAL ARTS AND BUSINESS INTERNSHIPS
9 varied positions available for students
in the following areas:
The 1979 Awards Ceremony,
sponsored by the Committee on Prizes, Scholarships,
and Awards, will be held on Wednesda}', June 6th, at 7fP.M.
The Awards Ceremony is part of the annual commencement
• Quantitative Analysis - I position
• Psychology / Sociology - 2 positions
• Statistics - 4 positions
• Urban Planing - 2 positions
THe diaphragm is a rubber ring
that fits over the cervical opening
and keeps sperm from entering
the uterus and uniting with the
eg$. The soft rubber dome holds a
small amount of spermicidal
cream or jelly against the cervix
which kills the sperm. The
diaphragm IS fitted so that any
sperm surviving the, spermicide
cannot get by. Each diaphragm is
fitted indi vidually after a pelv ic
examination. If the diaphragm
fits properly, the wearer does not
~ - - - _. co
Opinions
Matter
Campus Digest News Service
Journalists will have to be
careful of what op1n1ons they
express while they work on a
story - because those
opinions may come back- to
haunt a journalist, dUMP' a
libel case.
way. For the 50-75 percent of the
women who find the device an
effective long-term method -of
birth control, it can't be beat. An
'I.U.D. IS inexpensive, a hidden
method. of birth control. but
requires C} woman to check for her
strings periodically.
Ul i:L 1 .... , '-,U'l;;
Supreme Court voted 6-3 to
force libel defendants to
disclose the opinions and
thought process they had
while handling a story and
exercising editorial.
judgement.
J ournal1sts on all levels an-a
in all the media will now be
held accountable not only for
what they write, but what
they think as well.
Liberal interpretors of the
First Amendment fear the
ruling will have a "ch1Wng"
effect on the" editorial
freedom 'of jown4llsts. But
Walter J. Brennen Jr., one of
the dissenting justices,
disagrees. "
Clearly. a woman has many
options when considering birth
control, Next week, I will discuss
where these methods are available
and how to get them. "
exclusively from taking the pill. If
the woman has latent cancer cells
already in her body, the pill may
activate those cells. Because of
this, many doctors and clinics do
a complete medical history. Ifa'
woman has a history of cancer in
her family, her doctor may
suggest .an alternate form of
contraception. Tubal ligation IS a surgical
I.U.D.s, or inter-uterine device, process where a section of the
come in many shapes and sizes. Fallopian tube IS removed and
The LU.D. IS inserted into the then the doctor ties the end of the
uterus, usually during a woman's severed tube. This procedure is a
period when the cervical.opening permanent method of birth
'IS enlarged, by a physician or control and may result in about a
family planning nurse prac- four day stay in the hospital. A
t it ioner , They are made of various newer met hod called the
materials, usually plastic, but laparoscopy technique IS shor-
have been made from steel, t emng the time spent 1Il the
copper, and brass wrapped In hospital and the expense of
silk. Abour ]0 percent of all voluntary sterilization. In this
women who have I.U.D.s inserted technique, two small incisions are
e xperrence "spo n tancou s ex-made through the tubes which the
pulsion'. This is when the uterus surgeon cauterizes closed. This
forceably expels the device into techniqueis even being used on an
the vaaina. There IS no way to out-patient basis or only requires
~ .
predict if it will happen and it a day's stay at lhe hospital. This
often happens during a woman's process IS permanent and IS a
period when her cervical opening major step for a woman. It 111-
IS . enlarged. They arc not sures 100 percent effectiveness,
suggested as an ideal birth control bur a woman should carefully
system for a woman who has consider her alternatives before
.
frequent vaginal infecrions. Side having the operation.
effects are common with L U .D.s. I
Many women suffer from
bleeding, strong cramps, and
heavy menstrual flow. However,
the I.U.D. is 97 percent effective
and does not cause cancer in any
draft than some of his
collegues.
Rogers calls for the draf-
ting of up 100,000 men a year
and giving them six months of
active tra1n1ng. The men
would then be placed in the
Army's ready reserve, which
has been- depleted.
He predicted that an Army
draft would encourage men to
"enlist in the other milltary
branches-so the Armed
Services would benefit as a
whole.
The Army, in particular,
"faces serious morale and
discipline problems.. In
Europe, where a large per-
centage of Army" troops are
centered. troops are finding it
d1ff1cult to live on their
salaries.
The Stan and 8tr1pea, an
authorized newspaper for
servicemen, reported that a
m~jority of Army men in . "Since a joumal1st cannot
Europe abused drugs. work without such" internal
Army officers have quleUy thought processes, the 'oilly
indicated that a draft might way this aspect of the
upgrade th~ q~ty ot~p8 editorial' process can be I
,~~~~ ~i:a~~¥@ ..Ul~.~':~a~:~~J
fair, and counterproductive
to the best interests of the
Army."
Other opponents of the
draft include Lew Allen, Jr.,
the Air Force chief of staff
and Thornas B. Hayward, the
chief of naval operations.
Chief of Staff Bernard W.
Rogers was one of the
mllitary leaders who have
vocally supported resumption
of the draft. Rogers, though,
" proposed . ~ a less stringent
By JEFF GORDON
Campus Digest News Service
The Army, Air Force, Navy
and Marines are spending a
lot of money on sUck
recruiting campaigns, but
they are not finding enough
takers to make them happy.
As a result, mllitary
leaders are call1ng for the
resumption of the milltary




tearrmony In past weeks
concerning the draft, ~ the
conflict- between opponents
and proponents" of the
selective service has heated
up.
College students have of-
fered some of the most fer-
vant opposition to the draft.
A coalition of anti-draft
opponents, called Students
for a Libertarian Society, has
been in Washington D.C.
lobbying against the draft.
The group claims members
from over 100 colleges and
high schools. Group chair-
man Tom G. Palmer told Tbe
W.eb'nlion Post that the
draft 18 reminiscent of lite in
Nazi Germany under Adolph
HiUer.
There, Palmer told the
Post, "If you couldn't serve
the state with a rifle, you
served it with a shoveL"
Not an military leaders feel
the draft is necessary to
bolster the mWtary forces.
Cllfford C. Alexander, s«, the
Army Se.cretary~told ·thePost
"To: enact' a etra:tt, I believe,
would" ~ be unnecessary, > 'un-
even teel it. And almost every
woman can use it. It is ap-
proximately 95 percent effective
among women who use it every
time they have sex, provided it is
used properly. It also is com-
pletely devoid of side effects. It is
ideal if a woman does not have
sex frequently. It can be inserted
up to three hours before In-
tercourse. if the couple does not
want it to interrupt the flow of
love-making.
One of the most widely used
. forms of contraception IS the
birth control pill. It is a chemical
mix of the hormones estrogen and
progesterone..Through a com-
plicat ed process, the pill "tricks"
a woman's body into thinking it's
pregnant. This way no eggs are
released from the ovary. A
woman take... a pill a day for 2]
days. After she rakes the 21st pill.
she stops for ... ('\ en days and has a
rnenst rual period. Many women
find that their flow is lighter and
shorter and [hey do not ex-
per renee se\ ere cramps. It I ...
approximat cly 99 percent cf-
f'ecrivc. if they usc the pill
regularly and do not miss raking
rheir pill for. two days or more.
There is no guarantee that rhe pill
will be effect iv c at all if a woman
does not take them properly.
There is a controversy raging
rhat the pill causes cancer. To
date, there IS no evidence that
proves that a woman got cancer




315 P.A.S. Room 1235
No Resume required..
exercises. If you are interested in and qualify for an award
contact your department or school.
A list of awards can be found in the
College's Handbook and Catalogue.
A more descriptive list is available in Room 527, 26th Street,
every day after 3:00 pm.
by April Dunleavy .protect herself from getting
Unlike forty years ago, there pregnant.
are several methods of birth One of the first methods that
control available to men and was a \' a i I a b lew a s the
women today. There are no prophylactic, or condom. It is an
longer laws preventing single extremely effective birth control
women and women under the age device and the onlv one that
of majority from obtaining" protects the wearer from venereal
contraceptives. There are clinics disease. Condoms are usually
all over the country, many of made of very thin, yet strong
which offer their services for free rubber and fits over 'the length of-. - .
or flexible prices. In this column, an erect penis. Many have a
I will examine "the methods resevoir tip at the end to collect
available. In the next issue, I 'will "ejaculated semen and to prevent
look at a modern birth control the condom from bursting. If 'it
dink. does not have this feature, the
There are many different kinds man must leave some room at the
of birth control systems. They end or the force of the ejaculation
serve to block one or several of can break the condom. Used
the reproductive processes In alone, the condom IS about 90
various ways. There are about six percent effective. It IS strongly
different ways to prevent irn- suggested for use in conjunction
pregnation: with a vaginal suppository,
(I) Avoiding intercourse during cream, jelly, or foam. These are
those periods when an egg may be chemical sperrnicides that kill any
fertilized (abstinence), sperm that accidentally escape
(2) Keeping sperm from entering from the condom. Thev arc
the vagina - entirely (condom) cheap, easy to jret , and have no
(3) Keeping sperm from entering chemical side effects. And they're
the servical opening and uniting t est ed for saftv by the govern-
with the egg "In the uterus ment , The disadvanr azes of usinc-- - -
(diaphragm), (4) Stopping a "rubber" is that the man musr
ovulation (birth control pills), use a new one each time he repeats
(5) Preventing the ovulated egg :he sex act and must put one on
from reaching the uterus (tubal Jefore entering rhe woman.
ligation), (6) Preventing the
implantation of the egg In the
uterian wall (LU.D.). There are
other forms of birth control, such
as coitus interruptus, rhythm
method and vasectomy for men.
Abstinence IS the only 100
percent sure way that a woman
will not be impregnated. There
are no side effects (although there
is some dispute about that) and it.
is perfectly safe. However, many
people do not find this method
acceptable. So a sexually acnve
woman musr find another way ro
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by Gina Pera
When a job market forecast
hits the headlines, it tends to seem
as black-and-white as the page it's
printed on. New lawyers face a
f" . ,
long, hard search, the news
reports declare, A dozen' ap-
plicants appear for every job in
journalism-and computer
science is the sure-fire ticket to
secure employment. Meanwhile,
teachers haven't got a chance.
In 'reality, the employment
pict ure isn't quite that simple.
Within almost every field, job
growth and job crunches exist
side by side. If you have a strong
yen for a field that looks tight, the
solution is not to abandon ship
for a different career; but rather
to locate the key growth area in
thatfield and .,go for it~ 'Sure,
newspaper jobs are scarce-but
well-trained technical writers are
- in high demand. And law' jobs
may open up for graduates who
can bandle new methods of legal
practice. And so on.
On the other hand, if you're
headed for a career .that ",
current ly booming, it'<, not yc:
time to relax. Find out which jobs
in the field may not hold <tcady in
ifiC- near future. Some computer
jobs, for instance, may be wiped
out by fast-approaching technical
advances, while others will enjoy
more growth than ever.
Of course, it's impossible to
predict exactly what will happen,
but t eacher s journals and
professional associations can
often provide inside information
about future- trends. It pays to
seek them out .and keep yourself
thoroughly posted. Moreov er , it's
a good idea to go beyond the
headlines and find out. what the
official job forecasters have to
say about speci fie jobs in. your
field. The federal Bureau of
Labor Statistics produces a
number of publications that can
be helpful guides. Many are
a vai lable in your cam pus
placement center or library. '
The following is an overview -of
the trends, growth areas and
prospects that forecasters have









advertising agencies and in-
dependent research organizations




Most work in hospital labs; others




Majority work in state and local
rehabilitation agencies.




Majority work for manufacturing
firms, banks, insurance com-
panies, and data processing
service· organizations in urban





publishers, radio and TV stations,
and some private companies hire
journalists. Competition is




'. portuniries ,best for those wilting'·
. (-(), learn all aspects of the
securities business. "Salarv: is
during training on ly . After
training commissions ,_'an reach




Opportuniries good for those with
advanced ", degrees; increasing
competition for bachelors-degree
holders. Due to budget cut" in
, man\' cirip, io h nr()"npcr<, mav hp·
U rban Planner.
$11.000-514.000 G
~any employed by city, county
or regional planning agencies.
State and fede'ra I deparments
de~ling with l:t~using. tran-
sportation, and environmental
'protection employ a growing
number.
Meanwhile, the demand for
compuler programmer" may
actually decline as technical
inno\ations aHow more con-






grocery to the doctor's office,
Iower -pr i ced com pu te r s . are
appealing. to businesses of every
kind. As a result, the market for
computer-related jobs is ex-
periencing both rapid growth and
change.
New products and services
geared s pe ci f ical ly to the
problems of smaller firms require
more programmers, designers and
analysts, plus many new com-
puter specialists. For instance, the
"network specialist," an
engineer-scientist , 'designs and
operates a collection of small
computers that can function
independent Iy or be hooked up as
one big unit to take on tougher
jobs.
Another gr ow ing specialty is
.,
computer securit y. As more
information, much of it con-
fidential, is filed in computers,
guarding the stored data becomes
, crucial. The, threat .mav.bemosr...
pressing in the' business world,
where white-collar crime has gone
electronic. The security specialist
is a computer expertwit h a sharp,
analvt ical eve and a aood
-' -
background in b u s i n e s s
t cch n iquc- For now, t he-,e
-pccial ist- wor k mainly for
g o v e r n m e n t agencies and
universuies. But the greatest
demand for security speciali-ts is
cxpected Tn .j.he busine». world,




'ew Market for Law~ers
Relief may be at hand for thc
currcnt bumper crop of law
... chool graduates, Law school
admissions ha\'e tripled "lOce
1963, and this year more than
30,000 law grads will compete for
only 2 I ,000 jobs. But twO big
,,'han£es in the legal field are Iikeh'- - .
to increase demand for lawyers.
No-frills law offices and
prepaid group legal plans are
allowing lawyers to reach. a
largely untapped market-the
middle-income client. These tWo Wholesale Trade
inno\'ations permit law firms to Sales Worker.. .
cut their own costs and offer 59.500-512.000 G
. sen'ices at, moderate rates.' And Wholesale houses usually found
.. since the Supreme Cou~tlifte(fih~ in'" '~itieS~" ··bu-t - sales workers
- .'
. ban on advertising by lawyers, the assigned territories may be •
: news of lower-cost legal ~iiI.!~~s~~l1ocacGd~in any section of the .~
4 . . . . ",< ~
!reaching a broader audience. country.. ' (
.................. - a· .,..,. ·""IkoPa .Ir...C""~ 41. " _ -.6 I' • I. w6. "<l.«.~~~
demanding and more important,-
to the company than ever before.
r
Big corporations often ha\'e a
sizable staff of personnel
specialists who handle recruiting,
employee ,,'ounseling,
ps)'chological testing, wage and
salary administration, training,
affirmative action, fringe
benefits, and compliance with
government regulations, Training
in business or personnel ad-
ministration can be good
preparation for entry-level jobs-
but the personnel field is still open
to ambitious graduates with
liberal arts degrees.
Advancement often requires
more education, howeve\:, Highly
paid negotiato,f.s who handle
collective bargaining contracts
often hold either a law degr~e or a
master's in industrial relations.
./ '
One thing seems clear, though:
the personnel department. is no
longer a corporate- backwater.. In
fact' some "companies l haye
.' ,. .0_. . ...... f f.' • .. ....... --. ;. ••
decorated their top personnel
"'gi~t~eFo(~'£rlrt h~·l+;.ftY:Wt'tt bt~{ee
..~":f~j~·r¥ ~)A"Jlr'J ;~~a;~. l~. ',rest ept fnr.I1.UJ.IJ~n '~r. T"",'. . \. . . .'~ ~ l' t" 't I·J L. • \ ." '... .. •.
Business
Personnel Jobs Gain Ground
for government funds, or locat ing
alternate vourccs such a- local
business donation- or major
grants made available by cor-
porations.
A love, of the arts, sound
business sense, and cour scs in
statistics, accounting, mar~eting
and labor-management relations
are good qualifications; larger
museums' and companies,
howeyer , often want buvinev.
administration or law graduates.
Several schools, i ncl udi ng
UCl A and the Univervity of
Wisconsin at Madison, offer
program" in ar ts management
similar in structure and course
contor-t to the master's degree in
busine,s administration. UCLA's
program i.., probably the largest in
the cou.ury , although almo-t 30
colleges now train art-, exccut iv e-.
Most curriculum" ev en include an
in t er n s hip \\ it han art"
organization over the <urn mer or
during a semester.
Once upon a urne. the per-
son ne I depart men t \\ a s a
. graveyard of the business world.
Workers were expected to process
application forms and cherish few
hopes for advancement No
longer. The rapid increase in job
discrimination suits, pension
laws, federal regulations, and
labor disputes has made the
personnel worker ls job more
The Arts
Managers Are Hot
As theater, .dance and music
companies spread from. big-city
concert halls to small-town
a ud itori urns, moreadmin is trators
are needed to manage the business
end of the arts. Half of the'
nation's 200 arts councils have
full-time directors with salaries.
ranging from $10,000. in small
towns to $60,000 in the larger
cities-plus lots of free tickets.
The' arts manager .has to be
prepar,e.c;i . f.or ~. variety of odd
jobs, ,from negotiating contracts
to arranging publicity to
budgeting the costs of a
nationwide tour. ·Yet the arts
manager's most important role is
'often .tnat' of fund-raiser-
';;s~-a~ing'"3 v~r·:'Ptanned ~~rbgtam
q,.-t ,,·~,"·r:T I . ~ .. It..t ,. ~-l.
'I1topo~c\tcts~!:9~~'a ,~h·~an.o.n
, • ,').• :(' .. l.~ ..... ( f t." ~
the field-but a strong technical
or scient i fic background is en-





More Technical Writers Needed
The mind-boggling concept of
black holes in space ... ehtical
issues in genetic engineering ...
environmental causes of cancer,
The' sheer complexity of topics
such as these has boosted the
demand for skilled technical
wri t er s who can translate
! equations and lab results into
readable pr\ls~ for both the
scientist and the public.
The federal government em-
ploys a large number of technical
writers a.id editors in such areas
as agriculture, health and space
exploration. Especially in demand
by the government are writers and
editors to prepare manuals and
training aids for military weapons
and equipment.
The most promising future,
however, lies with industry.
Reports to s r o c k h o lde r s ,
proposals for funds to conduct a
project, intruct ions for a home
microcomputer-the number of
business publications is in-
creasing, creating niches for
qualified persons having' wrhing
ability combined with a scientific
or technical background. Such
writers mav also prepare in-
structional material needed by.
sales represent at ives who sell
machinery or scientific equip-
ment. Meanwhile, popular
magazines and trade journals
need people who can make terms
like phot ovol t a ic , bi orn a s s
conversion and microtechnology
meaningful for the general public. --
At the moment. there are 'no
standard credentials for entering
Dietician.
$11,300-$11,500 G
More than 50 percent work in
hospitals, nursing homes and 1
clinics.
$12,000-$16,000 P
One-third in universities; two-
fifths in two-year colleges.
Bank Officer.
.$10,000-$12.000 G
Opportunities in branches of




Most work for architectural
firms, builders, real estate firms,
Prospects best in South.
Civil Engineer.
$14,900-$15,300 G
Most work for federal, state and
local government agencies or In






Majority work for insurance
companies. Prospects excellent
for those having strong math
background and passing at least
two actuarial exams before
graduating.
Here's a look at the hiring.
prospects and average starting
salaries for 18 of the most
popular college-level jobs:
The Ratings: X - Prospects,
Excellent, G - Prospects
Good, H - May Have To
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Competitive ~onditions 10 most
areas of home economics,
'especially high school teaching
positions. However, prospects in
university teaching will be good;
CORRECTION
To Mr. Fred Johnson, President of The Club New York, I would
like to extend an apology. Mr. Johnson was incorrectly identi fied as
Kenny Johnson in an article in the April 10th issue, titled "Club Nev..·
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Eviction Notice to students
Once again, students have been mislead by their peers and ad-
ministrators t-hrough the use of the Student Center Survey. The
survey was to a certain extent an accurate account of student wishes
concerning the use of the student center space. However, the survey
refrained from. asking students their opinion on the amount and use
of lounge space within the college. This serious omission leaves a
questionable aurlon' the validity of the survey when using it to
express student views on lounge space.
Yet. this- survey is the evidence-presented by Director of Student
Center Operation Carl Aylman, when his proposal for the
reallocating of Student Center space and the relocating of student
government and the student media offices, to create more open- .
lounges for'<all students. This i~ an excellent idea for the student
body. The problem is that he does not suggest any solutions as to
where the dub offices will go after being kicked out. In addition, a
college administrator cannot justifiably force the student govern-
ment and medias to leave their office. The obvious defense will be
. that the proposal was discussed earlier.
In reality, student government and the papers were merely told
that during the summer the walls of their office would be knocked
down. We were only allowed the opportunity to comment on the
proposal but not permitted-at-any time to have input into the final...
decision on the proposal.
The question that arises is the justification of the administrators
to forcefully vacate the offices of the major student organizations
without proper discussions' and input from the organizations
themselves.
The Student Center Survey never questioned the students whether
/or not the newspapers and student government should be forced out
of their offices. True, the survey did ask the students whether clubs
offices should be moved out to make more lounge space, to which
the students answered yes. But does that automatically imply that
major student body organizations should also be moved out without
any student body input? The 'obvious answer to the question is NO.
Administrators should start to truly listen to student ideas and not
just give us childish lip service. STUDENTS must pay for the
operation of the student center. so our wishes should be heard and
accepted.
~ .'V" -- ••,';' •••
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having jurisdiction over . the
various clubs and other rstudent
organizations. At the last meeting
of the Board, a budget proposal
was sabmitted by the Day Session
Student Government containing
an allocation for Sentry of ap-
proximately. $7,000. However,
there was also presented to the
Board conflicting information
assumedly emanating from Mr.
Dalo Chin, Treasurer of DSSG
and Mr. Charles Stuto, its
President, containing charges and
countercharges, little of which
. were within th-e province or
jurisdiction of the Board, except
for those alleging improprieties in
the use of funds by Sentry. 1 for
one could not approve the $7,000
allocation until those accusations
were investigated and determined.
Apparently, my fellow Board
members agreed wirh my
.::~";;:~l::c~::::al=_"= ~
and .repOr~.·No .organizationTs
authorized to spend allocated
student funds until such






by Professor James Pillinger
In the issue of March 13, 1979,
the Reporter carried an article on
page 5 by Winsome R. Henry,
entitled "A Question of Fun-
ding-Who Will Pay Sentry's
Bills?" I pose as a coun-
terquestion "who author ized
Sentry to incur the bills?"
In its issue of March 14, 1979,
the Sentry front page. had a lead
article entitled "Death." To
paraphrase Mark Twain, Sentry's
self-proclamation of its demise is
somewhat premature.
I write as a member of the
Board of Directors of the Bernard
M. Baruch College Association,
Inc., the guardians of the funds
of the students of Baruch College.
We are a not-for-profit cor-
- poration organized under the laws
of the.State of New York for such
purpose. Our ·primary task
is to see that such funds
. ,
.are not 1flisappropriafed ·'fhrough
squandering, fraud and the like.
The Board consists of student,
faculty and administrative
personnel. An obligation of the
Board is to pass upon prospective
college. A college requires that a
student be able to complete
college level work when he/she is .
,admitted to attend college.
Nevertheless, if he/she is not.
performing at a college level,
programs are set up to help one
obtain the added pr6'ficiency that
is needed.
Yet, like high sch~nother
inadequacy is present, "rhe
teacher." Thus, the student
becomes aware that if progress is
to. be made to alleviate his/her
academic dilemma then t he
solution must come from outside
the-school system through some
form of private tutoring in
his/her major weakness.
The tutorial curriculum at
Baruch "hal) not proven to be as
successful as many thought. This
is primarily because tutorial
teachers are not looked upon by
the department as being highly
skilled or professional individuals
and therefore do not need a set
curriculum to follow. They just
simply wander day to day with
little ideas as to what should be
done next. In"· order- for the
; tutorial program at Baruch College
to be successful, there must be
some sort of modi fication made
between the department and the
hired .. tutorial. .teachers. Then.
perhaps the problems that most
Baruch students have can be
erased from the documentations
which imprison them 'from a class
"""'. ._. ~
called "tutorial."
the problem in such a unique
manner that they leave the student
more confused; and out of this
. confusion comes born
frustration. As a result the
. students reject the class, ignore!
the teacher, and insist 'on never
returning.
- The tutorial program attempts
to make a serious effort' to im--
prove a student's ability to write
and communicate his/her ideas
the way he/she would want them
to be presented. Nevertheless, for
this to be accomplished there
must be an overall effort made by
the teacher to make him/herself
available to the students. More or
less, the. teacher has to be a
serious individual who shows up
promptly. As an end result he/she
would win the respect of his/her
students and be assured that they
will perform at their peak.
Students who are enrolled In
the tutorial programs feel as
though they have been cheated.
Not by the program as'rnuch, but
mainly because they have been the
victims of an educational system
that leads them to believe that
they were academically prepared
to meet college standards.
Students find it very difficult to
have completed high school
. without eeeryreceivingtbebasics
of English -grammar. Despitethe
previous convictions, students are
again faced with this academic
mishap. However, this time it is
not the high' school but the
by Dennis Eddington .
The tutorial program at Baruch
.College was designed to help and
to improve the writing skills of
students who were inadequately
prepared to meet the scholastic
requirements on the proficiency
rest's administered by the college
in the beginning of the semester.
However, these tutorial
programs, according to a large
number of students, proved to be
quite unsuccessful in their task to
eliminate the writing problems of
most Baruch students. There are
several reasons for the tutorial \
dilemma. First, the teachers that
are assigned to tutorial classes
seem to lack even the basics of
English grammar. Secondly,
teachers do' not take tutorial
classes seriously and they do not
attend classes on a regular basis.
Thirdly, students feel that they
waste valuable time and seek
private tutors to alleviate their
problems. Last, there is no
specific curriculum that tutorial
classes follow, they just wander
from day to day. As long as these
problems continue to remain the
tutorial program at Baruch
College seem altogether dubious.
Most of the teachers that are
assigned to tutorial- classes are
inadequate and are unable to
present or teach the English
language. They come to class not
knowing where to start or how.
When tutors are confronted with
a student's problem they tend to
avoid answering it by the use of
rhetoric. at hers, try to explain
Prostitution and Modern Society
..
Even if it may be justifiable in
certain circumstances, it certainly
is NOT DESI RABLE!! I am not
condemning prostitution on the
basis of some ancient, naive,
outdated religious philosophy.
Rather," my condemnation is
based on-quite the opposite. 1 feel
that modern society DOES NOT
NEED and should not condone
Judging from what was
discussed we can see that there are.
countless arguments in favor of
prost it ut ion . There. is t he
economic justi fication proposed
by those who suggest that thi~_.
profession is the only one
available for mariy women with-
poor educational and financial
backgrounds who rnust , like
everyone else, earn a living.
,~. ;
. "'.
destroy and trample the virginity prostitution. ....,.:.. However, let us return to the
of-these yeungIadies-in-order-te-v-v-Of- course, en the basis af ---eaftter----ar-guments. on the
satisfy themselves,. they prefer to health factors alone, one can find fa\'orable side of the issue at
be appeased by the ever- fault with this social behavior. hand. It was mentioned thar some
'com forting prostitute. It is .true Any health book will point out believe that the prostitute is a
too that the latter's services do the awesome and horrifying deterrent to the acr of cape.
not' bring about any emotional dangers that can. result from Statistics show however, that rape
trauma or involvement, which contact with prostitutes. incidents still form a high per-
may be more evident ia a sexual Everyone has heard mention of centage of crime in many
relationship between lovers. veneral disease and the damaging countries which condone and
and often fatal effects it can have harbor prostitution. But' what
0'0 human beings. It is an about the men who can ill-afford
established medical facrthat this marriage fi~anciall\' and
disease is contagious and its emotionally and yet are imbued,
primary source is - through in- as is natural, with fierce sexual
tercourse, especially with the desires that need to be
prostitute. A man who has sublimated? There must be an
contracted this disease from a outlet insome form. But then the
prostitute cart in later years, when prostitute, as was pointed out,
he is married, infect -his wife also. .poses the everpresent threat of so
depending on how seriously he many medical and social
himself was affected. and what misdemeanors, enoughto justify
stage of the disease he had ad- the assumption of a negative
vanced "toward when he was attitude to beingTnvolved with
treated, if treated at all. If he is one. Here we have an alarming
already married. the wife is likely paradox-so alarming that
to be immediately infected. prostitutes still manage to thrive
Children have been born mentally despite the danger of veneral
retarded or with deficiencies and disease which overhangs their
abnormalities as a result of .this livelihood, and from which some
disease, as it is known to remain honest ones try to protect
-in the blood even if externally themselves, .
'cured; C~nt.,ln n.xtJ~~
-, _. " ..;- ....
and attitudes.
What. is. - -thevrole of the
prostitute in human existence? Is
there any useful function which
the prostitute performs? One can
say that the primary role of the
prostitute is to foster satisfaction
of sexual desires. Sexual urge is
an essential characteristic of
human nature and as such
demands ful filrnent by one means
or another. But is fulfilment
through a prostitute the. most
desirable and accepted means?
Many argue that it is not only
desirable but also essential. After
all, they say, without prostitutes
to satisfy their sexual desires,
many men would resort to raping
as an outlet! Then there is also the
argument that not all men can
'afford marriage with its financial
and o t her commi t rne n t s .
Therefore, they cannot seek
intercourse through marriage, bur
through the professional services
of the "call-girl."
Then there are those who feel
that it is a' crime to indulge in
intercourse with the "decent"
young ladies who they know and
associate· with; Rather : than
by Miles A. Hintzen
Prostitution is defined in any
....1:~ • "1.. hirii f... -ul-\..Honaq! ·-as--lue--- lfung...o
oneself for sexual intercourse".
Although this hiring of oneself is
as old as history itself and has
been seen as an integral part of
almost every civilization, modern
day societies cannot adopt the
same perspectives to fir into t he
present social phenomenon, as
has been the case in past
generations.
The social and moral fabric of
our present societ ies has un-
dergone tremendous reforms -and
revolutions to such an extent that
what may today be accepted as an
essential aspect of man's existence
may have. been in t he past
scoffed upon. Nowhere has there
been such a complete and
thorough' revamping of ideas and
approaches as in the social issues
of crime, the family, religion, sex
and of course, prostitution.
Thus, we must first of all,
appreciate the fact that our ap-
proach to this very controversial
. and omnipresent facet of society
must be made within the context
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Allen's ., 'Manhattan" Skys
cvcryt hing possible to destroy the
work of such characters por-
trayed by Jane Fonda and Sally
Field in "The China Syndromc"
and "Norma Rae." ThL' only
factor that will keep Icminixt s
from worrying is that no one can
take any of the one-dimensional,
cliche characters seriously. "0 it'"
hard to do anything hut laugh
when Dreamer Says. "Women!
Sometimes they don't understand
anything! .,
What Dreamer means, 01
course,.. is that Karen doesn't
understand that the real tragedy
of life is that he didn't make the
Professional Bowler',
Association, not that she just
threw him out of their apartment.
If this movie was created by and
for men who still think \vomen
silly for not taking their games
seriously-bot h t he bowling and
the maco, stoic image-s-they
Imagine a two hour long Pepsi- -- -
commercial, complete wit h red
sports cars and silly blond
women. Imagine "insightful"
~ ~
scenes of overweight people
bowling. Imagine plast ic, cliche
characters whose dialogue is less
meaningfuJand believable than
that of recent day comic strips.
Imagine a Saturdav Nieht Live
~ .,
spoof on the "Rocky" slory-.
only set in a bowling alley and
imagine that you were supposed
to take it seriously. If you can
conjure up somet h i ng as'
ridiculous as Twentieth Century-
Fox did, \'OU could have created
the movie "Dreamer. ..
Unfortunately, "Dreamer" is
the story of an alleged romance
that revolves around the rise of a
young. striving man who wants to
o ~ ~




Above all. Allen's special
magic, and hi" \\TY sen-e of
humor arc close to perfection.
During an argument, Yale attacks
..... sac ........elf r ighrouv, and n
cissis: au itut s by e tin
with "You think vou're. -
Allens facial expressions are
.... rupcndou- a, he sincerely replies
. 'Wcl], 1'\ c got to model my sel f
a Iter "omeone."
\\'oody Allen', direction is
pr icclc-.-. ju-t a -, hi" timing i" total
rrCCl ""Ion. Hi-, u-.c of aline.
cxpr c-..... ion, ge .... t ur c , or c\ en
<ilencc i .... mavrcr Iul.
"\lanhattan" will .... urely g iv e
one e\ cry thing one could possibly
want in a film: <uper ior acting.
wilt: comcdy , a look at life. and
mo-t of all, Wo ody Allen.
-<o.~..-
Rain falls on Issac (Woody Allen) and Mary (Diane Keaton)
thought I took it pretty well: I
tried to run them both 0\ er."
Issac descr ibes his first \" if'e a"
"a Kindergarden teacher, who
then got into drugs, rnov ed to San
Fransisco, got into est. became a
Moonie , and now wor k -, for
William Morr is Agency. ,.
The relationships change hand ....
back and forth, like a game of
musical chairs. The rationale
Allens characrers u-e to j ust n y
these act- are true ;0 life, on t he
but t on. and comical.
Allen rnixe-, the srnoot h comedy
of "Annie Hall.'· a" he again \.:0-
writes \.... i t h Marshall Brick man.
and the in-depth seriouvnex-. of
"Interior"," to take a br illarn-
look at the moral-, and \ aluc- of
i oday'< .... ocict y.
b~' Sandy Jacolon
"Manhattan" Woody Allen's
latest panoramic. view of life uses.
the classic black and white
imagery of Manhattan as its',
stage. to deal with a few of its
troubled inhabitants.
Issac Davis (Woody Allen) is a
troubled writer. whose firsr
problem is that he can only write
in N. Y. He lost his job as a script
writer. His ex-wife is writing a
book. detailing the more em-
harassing moments along their
way to a seperar ion. He is also
daring a 17 year old highschool
student (Mariel Hemingway) who,
when out on a dare at Elaine's,
has to go home to do homework.
Issac's best 'friend, Yak
(Micheal Murphy), whom he feels
has the best" marriage in the
world, is having an affair with a
nuerotic, depressing jounalist ,
Mary Wilkes (Diane Keaton).
While Issac and Tracy are ou
at the Museum of Art they run
into Yale and Mary. This first
meeting between Issac and Mary
is classic. They are in complete
disagreement about everyt hing ,
and she continues by putting
down many of his idols.
These two total opposites end
up attracting each other, as it
turns into a ~ssoming
relationship. lss£ now leaves
.... weet , innocent, Tracy, whom he
never took ser iously becau...e of
her age.
Allen deals with t he general
animosity that most couple" hav e
for each other after divorce.
While walking home from a partv
Issac t alk-, about losing his second
wife to another woman. When
Mary replies with a comforting
response. Allen i-, at his peak.
Straight faced he concludes ,. I
r.•
job In a Manhattan bus inc-.-,
office. I remember my fir"! day
going to work. I stepped onto the
train to find the train inhibited by
people whose faces were covered
hy the Daily .Vews or The .'\·ew
York Times. I did not hav c any
reading material on me. ,,() I lell
awkward. 'cnsed the people
r..ne\\ I \\a, ne\\ ;0 [hL' \\orl--ing
\\ orld.
I ...,oon hecame familiar \.. ith m:
\\orking en\ironment, I \"a..., now
a participant ot the working
world, earning a weekly ...,alar).
College
by Pat Ciandolfo
When I first came to Baruch
three year" ago, I had graduated
from high school and went
straight to college. I had not
cx perienccd what life wa- about
or knew \"hat lite had to offer. I
\\a .... \ery rrotcc;ed Q: thL' 1i1-
qilUrllHl known a. .... ",dl\.)ol.·· ;
had [0 find \,)ut \..hal lilL' wa"
aboul, .... 0 I went to exrl\,)[e thL'
\,)uhide world.
I thus lOok a kave of absence
from th~ school and obtained a
Matheson, last seen In "Animal failed to see t hat all I he
House," plays Dreamer, t he ever- characters, including the
subt le nick-name for our hero. stereotyped men, were equally
sho wed ·ambit ion at work. Yet, I The plot supposedly thickens and insufferably shallow.
had to contend wi t h bosve- and when Dreamer "tarts his rise At one point, when it look" a,
people in authority who con- through the ranks of the bowling though Dreamer starts to un-
-t ant ly told me what to do. I did world, cheered on by his ever- derstand Karen's feelings of
not li kc t hi-, but I wa- not complaining, cver-rn isu ndcrsr o- neglect, he turns to Harry, who
qualified nor did I have a good ad. but ever-loving girlfriend, advises. "What are you looking
education !O do otherwise. Karcn , portrayed by Susan for,. sympathy?" Th is , one
For two and a half years, I Blakely. But her higgest corn- -upposcs, is t he myth of the male
\\orked earning a good salary petition i\ an aging bO\\'!er friend / friendship. One can oniy \\Ofr~
L1niil \.me day rn: \\orld fell to of Dreamer'". Harry (played by about lh~ v"Titer who thoughl
r ieee'. I bL'gan qUL'"tioning \\hat I Jack Warden) relives his..;omeonc would hclic\e thi...,. (II'"
had c'\[!crienccd outside the \val\-'; dream qf greatness through the not true, i" it?)
\)t 'I.:h\.)ol and of my place in young boy. If "Dreamer" has a About one hour into thc moviL'.
'lKiety. I kneW what the bu"iness' lo\e story. it i,,; between these two, ii'S ea,,;y to prcdict what will
\\ orld \\a .... ahou!, hut I did not complete with \'jolin, music and happen. As Drcamer gOe" off to
kllo\" \" hat I \\ a .... about. I had profile "hots of Man and. Bo~ in more glamorous victoric..." ~arell
Fantasia Productions Invites You To learned '0 much a'bout life from love with life. bowling and each "chleps around in remor"e. and
New York's IJargest Disco Part~· working and experiencin·g. Now I other. gets the "You'lI-\Omc-lo-your-
FridaJ May 18th 10:00 -til- ?? had to put what I learned int.o Getting back to Susan Blakely~ senses-and-take-him'~b~ck'" "pee-
at perspccllve. who everyone forgets anyway-. ch from a woman friend (?) .
The FIFTH A VENUE DISCO I did not know how to go about especially Dreamer-she arrives When Karen accuses Harry of
6 East 58th St. (bet. 5th & Madison Aves.) doing this. There was so much on the sc~ne in tube tops and tight living his life through Dreamer,
"'cAdm. only $6.00 Dress: Tasteful Ages 19-29 information in 'my mind that jeans, only to say things like, we· are subjected to many
This Disco's Unique Light & Sound System will needed unravellinK· Tht:.n I "What do you want, Dreamer?" thoughtful dose-ups of Harry
}~ dazzle you senses remembered that institutioml·for.'.'CIJl,g9i,ng....~~Ll).yooU!':f.(.A.n¢A· '-, grappling· with rhi.c; ~CP1' E)bs.cur~ •.
(; ~+ JIo<J..,."" ~~w aa:r - .•~~ 4"_._... ~I1q~Q~ali ~·:SStJQql.z ':.•a..npJ.~~!<5¢"~~!TIade lll~."Q~siQni£IJ'by j11~tfB-· Freud·ian .trulh. j-je'tRerr'pi1ocecd~:I'!
C. .. .&41.L.I~k.d.J&J.l)tI "' ...."...'L .a.•• 1.Jl Gr~w~~ ..~!.QJt ,-",\".&,'- - _-__ __ "a.~ ~ _~'C'"• .,." .. e..s.."_ S BI L J' .a.~ . d . .~........, -
- "' ~. • ~'4 •.Jl ~ .••, ~., # ~ ~ - '< -... F •• ~-..• .. --'_ ·~~()it']) :B; Cdl..~ '.~'" usan .aa..e 'Y~S7·CUlatacter oes·I.-: r.';; '_.1 'Cori,'1ori;p:'li,.:Cbl'4"':'
-. < ~.
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I felt as though I had just and over-exaggerated, to help us
announced I had terminal cancer see there is a humorous (even if
- .,anel only six months to live; an I ridiculous) side to every situation.
said was I couldn't understand One skit depicts a courtroom-
what was so funny. scene in which a prosecutor say') .a
We were watching "Monty phrase which reminds him of his
Python and the Holy Grail" only . favorite song. He then proceeds
few months ago, one Sunday to stand up and sing the song, and
night (for lack of anything better eventually has the whole cour-
to do) and I realized why I'd t room join in. While everyone
never seen the movie: I was not was singing, an old man zips into
really - interested in Monrv - the room on rollerskates ' Even
python. I had heard a lot about though this is not exactly an
"The Holy Grail" from quite a everyday, - commonplace oc-
few people but somehow my currence, we are seeing human
curiosity was never aroused. It nat ure and Impulses acted out
didn't sound funny-not lO me before us. How many times have
. anyway. But a lot of people found you heard a phrase or something
the group of British comedian- to remind you of a song, or which
hilarious and loved the movie. made you feel like singing? Even
They have formed somewhat of a if it was on the subway, or in this
---~~cult -nere--in-ATITerica~-and-the sit uairon,--i-na~courtroom? And
number of Monty Python's surely rollerskating into a serious
followers has grown large. What s it uat io n is ridiculous-and
is it that has attracted so many tunny.
people to their type of humor? And then there are those
And what is so funny about situations which we shrug off or
them? ignore-those that do not have
Actually, I have a good sense.of any humor to them: In. one skit'
humor and like to laugh at myself two bums were walking down a
from time to time. I realized, street begging from passers-by,
after sitting through a few only to receive nothing. A~ a
episodes' of Monty Python result. they began to -dig in the
(presented by the Public garbage and are whatever .they
Broadcasting Sysrem;channer-13," .Coutd ~find;;:::::.WJtife-the .scene' gets ,.'
Sunday nights at 10:30), that this the 'Iaug'hs' when, presented on'
is exactly what they: laugh at paper, the actions on the screen
themselves and human nature. are exaggerated with just
.A. real-life. situation is taken enough skill to convince the
and handled as a spoof. The audience that the situation is
presentation is on the absurd side actually funny. We know it i s
Con"t on pg 12 Col 4
;' .....
Julius saves the day, but cover the
truth.
When Diane's parents go to the
police, Julius' picture appears in
the paper for kidnapping. When
the children find out everything
Julius said was a lie, they have
given up. But he convinces them
. not 'to give.up on their dream, to
. make it real, which seems to be
the messageofrhis picture.
Diane' Lane and Thelonious
Bernard are both truly enjoyable,
The level of energy they maintain
is surprising. as they almost steal
the film away from the well
established stars.
Laurance Olivier is splendid.
He puts on a marvelous theatrical




A Iesson.Irom.Juli liS (TbeloniouS-Be.maroT~aIK~-OIiv_rer,-
Diane Lane)
wanting to lose Daniel,
,'remembered a legend Julius had
::..- told them . .. I f two people kiss
at' suriset, under the bridge of size,
in Venice, their love will be sealed
forever.
The two, devise a plan to run
away, despite their parents and
time. Realizing the fact that they
are under age, they call upon,
Julius to.. help, Julius.. who
unknown ,(0 the children is a
conman and pickpocket, agrees to
help. The children want to parlay
their money at the horses, since
on paper Daniel has won 800,000
lbs. Using a computer they
calculate the race, and are
winning until a horse gets
scratched and they lose it all.
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by,S. Jacolow
"A Lillie Romance," which is
playing at the Sutton, is a bright,
charming look at the innocence of,
young Iove. There is a certain
sentimental magic as the two stars
reach through their youthful
cxhuberance.
Daniel (Thelonious Bernard), a
13 year old French boy, lives his'
life for American movies. He:
often imitates such stars as Burt i
I
Reynolds and John Wayne.
During - a class trip, Danielj';
sneaks into the filming of ,a
Brodereck Crawford' movie. In the
back of the room is, Lauren I
(Diane Lane), who was dragged I
t here by her mot her (Sally
Kellerman)' who's having. an
affair with the director (David
Dukes). Their eyes meet, and
when Lauren introduces herself,
Daniel replies with "Call me
Boggie?:" After a puzzled look
from Lauren he explains with,
"They were made for each other,
like' Bogart and Bacall."
While strolling through the
park, Daniel kicks a stray ball,
which. fells a stately' looking
gent lernen , julius (Laurence
Olivier), To show no hard feeling
Julius takes the two out for hot
chocolate. Lauren is fascinated by- ... , -
him, while Daniel is slightly
jealous of her show of anent ion.
As in all romances, tragedy
occurs. Lauren's father (Arthur
Hill), decides to move back to the
states for Lauren's own good,
and to stop his flirtatious wife's
affair.
Lauren, heartbroken and not
Driver w/own car wanted part time to deliver newspaper to Mhttn..apts, 7 daysa week
3.:304pm-6:3Opm Mon.-Sat.
.' :t,..
.. ......- ~'..:.~'- '-"-<::"~~",,,,:, :~/...,::-:, ..~~:,- ~~:..;"';~...:..-': -~.:~:, ' .••• r"'*... _..,'
. _ .... "z
.' ',.' #"; :
. <;" .~.
" -'·····e" :".;- ~,,,,, ..;,.<. 'i- :<'" :'~'. '".' ~~-": -~.:,,>._: •. : '-'. -,
I _ i
3am-8am Sun 580 per week
Start apply in person 334 E. 48th St.
754-7098 before 1 pm Mon.-Fri.
For Sat.lSun. positions still available
J ; •
,
"Catelog of unique, nosalgic, and specialty Items-e-manyCollector Items with good ~n-
~tmeDt possibilities~ Items include: coin~ stamps, ~ntiques. artwork, c8IIIk books, Old·
. records,.old magaZines, old photos, books, buttons" and_ many others. Send soe (deductible_ --
with first order) to: Frank Louis P.O. Box 548, Allwood Statio,n, Clift,n, New Jersey
07012."
'.:. ·1- ... • , ... ,. '" . i 'I, •• -:,,' • f ,i ·.,/...·).'1 ,1
.' -'~ '. .
~. - I' .':'.;::.~_:"--; ,_....;0;'/. :"........". d"7z"""?: ,". ,:'r'~ ;'.;.;" '. ~.:;• .; .• : or· .....
Southside J ohnnv & The
Asbury Jukes-Hearl Of Slone-
Epic-JE-35488-Heart Of Stone
has a touch of gold to it as the
Jukes sound exceptionally stron.
Talk To Me and I Played The
Fool" are both standouts, and
include spine tingling horn solos.
"This Time For Real, the title of
an earler Jukes album is ap-
propriate to describe the strength
and potential of this album.
Quick Cuts
-Earlli.;--wrntf;&-Fii'e=Besr--lif---l1is--lyrks--~ue- supreme. I "Gi)
Vol. I-Col. FC35647-0ne of Crazy, Sweet Live, and Never
the best groups of the 70's has Heard The Song AI' All alia re
finally released a greatest hits fantastic and varied. The sound is
collection. Maurice White's topped with crisp clean or-
arrangements are impecable. chestrations.a nd is well worth a
Their tight, funky sound just won listen to.
two Grammies. The super version. The Stylistics-Love Spell-
of GOI To Gel You Into My Life, Mercury.;.Srm-I-13753-The Sty-
and September, their new hit, are listics are back with a new album
included. and that same" beautiful sound.
With Russel Thompkins Jr. and
Airrion Love, at lead vocals, that
unique smooth 'sound is' at its
best. The orchestrations are a
delightful. addition, and" add a
touch. of class to the album,
especially on Love Spell, Don't




wrote most of the music and lyrics
",::0-
on this album, which consist of
Paul Davis-Singer Of Songe, latin, raggae flavored tunes. Two
Teller Of Tales-Bang- songs which could be big pop hits
BLP410-Paul Davis has un- are Here and Now and
. fortunately not -received anywhere Nightingale, both of which
near- the attention he deserves. showcase Gfps smooth voice. The
Three top 40 :hit:s are includedon . : production by -SergroMendes is ',,,
this: excellent- album. j Davis,> )aas:' ,.. infectie'tiS~·"espeCiaI1Y· bB>SQtaf~~'(
won.~f.f-utt al~s; JS-Jj- .writer as and SOnrbtJ1k UJs Ari~In: ,Ii !'.~
.. ,_. ..... 11 L '-F .' .. J. . .
The-·TteIler
, I .'. ~ • • t")
.:,'M8y 2··1979····· "
,'. '. ?r··';, - ~ .:.,
'" ... ,\,.:-~
top of the sixth. the umpires held
upplay and ordered the ground's
crew to cover the rain-soaked
infield. Fourteen minutes later,
the 17th annual Mayor's Trophy
game was history.
The overall record for the series
now stands at 9-7-1 in favor of the
Yankees.
preseruat ion of human nature anu
situations people get Ihcrnsclvcs
into is the reason behind their
devotion 10 Monty Python.
Others appreciate the satirical
quality of Pythons skits. 'And
then there arc those who like
Monty Pyt hon simply because
thev act idiotic and do the crazv. . ,
'unimaginable, far-fetched stunts
we all have the urge to do at 011l'
time or another.
Bad "Dreams"
The Mets threatened in rhe
fourth. Singles by Lee Mazzilli
and Steve Henderson off Catfish
Hunter gave the Mets runners on
first and second, but Boisclair
lined out to Hunter, who threw to
first to double-up Henderson.
As the Mets took the field in the
Con"t from pg 11
really not , Another example of
this would be a skit in which'
\soldiers' are charging up a hill 10
the. sound of a symphony or-
chestra, wearing ballerinas' tutus,
There is nothing funny ab-out
soldiers charging up a hill ready
to battle. but wit h a few added
props, and music. t hc atmosphere
of absurditv is created and we
laugh.




procc-,- of the untangling of pa-t
c \ en rs . I h e ~lU d ie 11 Cl' die ...
laughing.
Loo k t'orward , with great
int ere .... t , for t he Equit y Library'<
next per for mancc. I f the
product ion i... half as good as
"Thl' l m por t a nc e of Being
Earncst ". it will be more than
wort h the low price of admission.
Con"t from pg 11
The .... ce n e r y in l t al y I"
breathtaking a ... dir ect or George
Roy Hill uses it [0 its fullest.
Although at time" ··A· Lillie
Romance" becornc-, cliche and
silly, it hold .... itself together, and
b'ecOm-c~a'lr uly enjovable film .
performance. A", always he adds
dignity and class to anything he
doe.....
,/ "A Little Romance"
Laskaway) and Algernon (\\'. Stevens)
propo-e- to Gwendolyn, her
mot her , Lady Brack nell, object-
because of John's que... t ionablc
lineage. Lady Brack nell i ... played
b~ \11'". vlart ha Miller and could
no! hav e been anymore .... nobbi ... h
if "he Hied. The rurn in event ... I'"
. involved with CeciIY' .... Nanny .
\:lis.., Prism, a handbag , Victoria
Station, and an illegitimate birth.
Sounds strange? It is! But in t hc
We'd like you to learn more about us and our work among
women - the needy. the old. ,the neglected.
Come jOin us for a few days. Live as a Sister of Reparation.
working With us among women the world has passed by.
Pray with us. eat with us. Get to know us. Make arrangements
to visit us in both a country setting and a big city location.
You may Tlnd thatthere ~re few more satisfying ways to spend
a life than 'n fJiving joy to"women who are so in need of joy.
If you'd like more information, write:
.Sister.Mary Bemadette, S.R.C.M., Vocation DirectOr, Saint Zita's
Villa, Saddle River Road, Monsey, N.Y. 10952.






. •, -,:t:-e,j arUrinln'g ·pa-rtnecwe·1f ccrnputer-rnatc nyou
:"'/·':atlon. send stamped self-addressed er vetope to
-. -e', "2 ~.'.:Jsome. New York Road Runners Cub POBox 881.
::'~i=: S''::i'::;n New York. NY 10022 Or call Run !2~2) 790-9424
co:, srre,j by Hoecnst Fibers Industries. makers .:,:Tre\i1ra'-
: ,~. ":'5'(:' Under the auspices of the New York HC"::::: Runners Cub.
·C\ er sc.
Their·/;' .... entanglement ....
w it h t wo . "ijlg ladies. Gwen-
dolyn }-',.: ,!\ (\b. Ellen
'\ic\\·man). ." '-.!ernon's '-'OUS1l1,
and Ceci.: , .. rdew (M». Sally
Mercer). 'f'l! Earnest's ward ,
are t er r ib!- .unuving , even in this
day and .I~l". and cause a \ er y
<trarig e t ur ni n c-crus. When John
b~ April Dunteavy
The Eqn i! v Library Theatre is a
COLy the; ",' located in the first
floor yf a.: ~:partmenr buidingon .
103rd St rl·'.' ,'r"f Riverside Drive.
II is the '~"me of a delightful'
company '<1: presented Oscar
\Vilde's ": :,-' Importance of
Being Ear n ,' « " April 5-22, which
was a pc': "', : iy del ight ful per-
formance.
Gerard \. . ur kc was fabulous
.j ... [he ar r .vc a u: young Algernon
Stevens \\ .... ':'dulges in "Bun-
bLlr~ in~ ':'" ,mg up a person as
,11 '-''\ .... u-« . :1.) the countryside
: 'J [ ... iJ c ~ 1 , i , .: I. )[1) and ge ne rail y
.v c-. the 11 t hc idk rich. \lr.
.ohn \\·I.'r;~. J.P., i" .... kill tull',
punraye(.l Harris La-kawy.
who prcrv.« "be Ernest in t hc
,,:iIY. ba ... ic. .. :- ,\1' t he same reason
hat Alucrv.»: ,',,)e5 Bunburvinz in- . -
(
~
•••••..) ~...:;.:._)f~'f~'f~'f~'f~'f~)f~)f~'f.~•••••••.. . ~ . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .
• ~:.., -r:: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: •.. .. .. .. ., .. .. .. " " .
• ••. .. .- -
'-'0.. Wortt you join usfor joy? ....,..
Con"t from pg 10
.... ..... ..._._._. ~()f·_0em·~~_ abyul the incvit abilu y
to bO\\'1 long into the night, only of youth's triumph over age, or-
to die of a heart attack just as since Dreamer takes Karen with
Karen is rushing back for a very him on the championship IOur-
"feminine" apology-for having themes. about realizing people' ....
'>aid '>omething that made sense. worth over material success. But
There is one delicious scene, one could also say that Ihe mo\ie
though far, far, too shon, of a \\iasn't worthy. Besides, who can
very sensual, tense-muscled black compete with Dreamer who says
woman, who is a pool shark, and it all in classic quot?bles like, "If
who calls the bluff of the sleazy, you dream about' something,
fifty-five year old John Travolta that's all it's ever gonna. he-a
of the town. She-and the two dream."
Spanish men who work behind During the championship game
the alleys and stick nore.s in the (and after the audiencc gOl mcr
bowling balls of silly, y·oung. the desire to sec our c\er-striking
girls-arc the only characters with her throw a gutter ball just for
any flare. Another highlight is the laughs). The last twenty minutes
Pablo Cruise song, but things are are tense, and yes, even exciting.
desperate if one is looking for- Someone in the audience'
v,,'ard to the soundtrack alone. screamed with delight at one
By this time. Dreamer returns point.· Also. the shots of I he
withanot her trophy, only to find hppcless back-home crew '>miling .
Harry dead and a teary~eyed and hugging hard added a: warm
Karen whGm he can now fully glow.
love, especially since she is so If anyone wants to sil through
r - - - - - - - - .. -. - - - - - - - - -, S· t f R t·BB IS ers 0 epara Ion consumed with guilt that she will this comic strip for a final twenty
I -Name. I. A Community O~f...•~ never stop asking, "What do you minutes of fun, go sec
I Catholic Women ~ D ?"B h "0 " BAddress. _. . • want, reamer. ut w 0 can reamer. ut if you are in any
I
I City ._ State . Zip I (-.... blame her, sirice'she has no career way serious, sensitive, and above
Age I · ••••• except making shirt patterns for the third-grade compre'hensionI Telephone Number: (AreaCode___ _ _
Education •. her ever-loving hunk of man. . level, avoid this one. Belter .
L .. ..., .. -------_ ..- -_ '" 1'._'-'''-- - _CO> --- - .. - c c -c- w'e -- ---._. y z s «. --...@'ptC!'e~6~w ..h~-..were h..n-ts···.·. Qr.eaIiIli-CaJ'l..be-Jilad.(.cy- t"_.".p . •______ ____ ____ __ __________• •••• J ..*-L'-'-.~.~,.......
- .'
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Religious Coalition for AbortionRights
Sickle Cell Foundation of New York










New York City Dept. of Health (Veneral Disease-Educational Unit)
v
Come to an informal tea sponsored by the actuarial science
committee of the mathematics department and find out about the
opportunities available to you upon graduation.
DATE: May 10, 1979 TIME: 12:30 P.M.
PLACE: GLOBUS LOUNGE (17th Floor) 360 PARK AVE SO.
RSVP: 725-4467
DON'T MISS THIS CHANCE TO LEARN
MOREABO~TTtiE ACTUARIAL PROFESSION.
HAVE YOU OVERLOOKED A CHALLENGING
AND LUCRATIVECAREER OPPORTUNITY?
. .
.HEALTH,FAIR-WEDNESDAY-May 2nd -10 am to 2 pm
nan.... . T'~.""-FDrJ:""~ osalC n,&:.4:I.'••
Sickle Cell Trai.t Vision
Tay SachsTesting Hearing
Blood Pressure (Hypertensioril'.B. Tyne Test
CONSORTIUM OF HEALTH AGENCIES
. I
.~...... - .. '-~. ~~ ~'......- .
Geraldine Page.~Salome. Jens,
Aobet1Culp,~ Hardtng, .--.,




SERVICE On Their Way Up:






Over 30 years in New York
Come in for a Friendly Talk
Room 1117
41 EasI42St.. Corn. Mad. Ave.
,speak of, and we don't even have
the money to operate to our full
capacity. By out local-ion, we're
sometimes ignored. WE dorr't :
even have a subway sign for
identification!! Not even the
NYCTA respect- us! Don't you
think a school that has made the
corn -ibutlons Baruch ha-, dcserv e"
better?
Obviouviy, the CU NY xyvtcm
doesn't.
problems. If one can master the
problems of mathematics,
science, English, et cetera, one
can master the problems of li~.
coherently. An education is
imperative in the business world.,
The competition today is tough,
so one must have good skills in
order to land a high-paying job.
Most importantly, I think, an.
education offers personal
fulfillment for" an individual.
There are no easy answers to Iife's
problems. However, with a good i
education will help.
-
be erected in the present
congested location', but surely.
somewhere, easily accesiblc from
the school, the Baruch athlete can
enjoy satisfactory surroundings
to practice his/her art.
Baruch has a notorious image
for "not having". We don't have
an adequate student center, we
don't have any real carnous to
. . .-:-' .
e:
Con't fr.~m p 10 .
myself "Can school offer me
some answers to life?'" After
three years of searching for my I
identit-;:.I can now. answer this
question in the affirmative. .
T'arn now back at Baruch. and I
hear my fellow students asking
the same questions I asked three
years ago: "Is an education
relevant in today's mass unem-
ployment. " and •'Can school
offer an understanding to life's
problems?' ,
An education enhances one's




- - - - - .
C'rnon, why don't they give us
a break? All those dollars
floating around and we, ~Ilegedly
the pride of the CUNY system,
have to starve on measly ap-
propria: ions that are grossly
inadequate. How much docs
shins and shorts for a track team
cost? Of course facilities can not
The Department of Physical and Health Education
. Presents its Fourth
Health Science
Quality of Life Improvement Program For
Students and Faculty on
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday-May l st, 2nd, and 3rd
10:00 AM to 2:00 PM
Place: 6th-Floor Gymnasium-23rd Street (Main Building)
Health Agencies
School of Education (Booths and Tables)
Dean Bruce W. Tuckman
Department Chairman
or'. Albert J~'Nag'err':'" ,.
Vanguard Club
Distinguished Psychologist, Lecturer & Author:
Dr. Amos N. Wilson,
Author of:
"The Developmental Psychology of the Black Child"
willspeak at Baruch Thursday. May 3, 1979
12 p.m. Rm. 1323 17 Lexington Ave. (23rd S1. Bldg.)
He will answer many of your questions concerning the developing
personality fo the Black Child.
ALL WELCOME,
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED
FOREIGN
TRADE SOCIETY
invites you to their
30th ANNUAL AWARD DINNER
on Tuesday, May Sth, Q:OO p.m ..
at: Lambs Club, 3 West 51 Street, NYC
Price: graduates & undergraduates $13.00/person
Alumni & guests $18.00/person




.. A Slide Show"
Open to all students
Thursday, May 3rd
12:30 - 2:00
Rm. 1520 23rd S1. Bldg.
.. r






.2067 Broadway (Bet 71 & 72 Sts I
.210 E 23rd Sts (Bet 2nd & 3~d Aves)
• lOS UniverSIty Place I Bet 12 & 13 St I
• 1877 Bway a162nd St (Near LIncOln Ctr I
• 2888Broadwayt8et 112& 113 Sts I
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Summer Breeze
For more information come to
Rm. 301-C 22nd St. Thurs.
Rm. 1522 23rd St. 12:00-2:00
Luxury Prod~ctions and the Retailing Society are presenting the
first annual fashion show to be held May, 4'- 1919 in the Student
Center's Alley Lounge. The latest spring designs will be modelled by
some of Baruch's finest, featuring designs from major clothing
manufacturers and some fellow Baruchians, A disco party will
follow, with free food arid refreshments in the Marble Lounge.
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in other areas that it doesn't
matter. The one thing t he Indians
have going for ihern is' that
nobody- expects them to win, so if
they do, everyone will be sur-
prised. r .
7. q-ORONTO BLUEJA YS-
Mgr ,; Roy Hartsfield. The
BlueJays are in the q toughest
division in baseball, and that's
only the beginning of their
problems. The BlueJays don't
have much home run power and
their pitching is awfu.l. Only one
pitcher (Mike Clancy) won ten
games last year, and the learn
traded away their only good relief
pitcher. Although the Blue.Jays
can't hit , they're one of the best
fielding teams in the league. the
only relief for the Blue.lays ap-
pears to be from their minor
league team which has some
promising players for I he fur ure.
. . . ~
stealers.
Sophrnore Monte Jimenez
boasts the team's second highest'
bauing average, currently at .350.
The varsity gets strong starting
pitching from John Krochak.,
while Frank Zenda supplies good
relief pitching.
Although Mr. Engel's squad
will not better last year's record
(15,...8), they can find comfort in
what lies ahead. Rebuiling is
always a tough thing to' ride
through, but with 80 070 of the.
team-returning .next year having
benefitted from this year's ex-
perience, there is good reason to
foresee brighter days ahead.
Baru.ch Baseball
Yanks. Mets Tie
get more experience, The Tigers
could be the surprise team of the
league this year.
6. CLEVELAND INDIANS-
.Mgr" Jeff Torborg. The Indians
appear to be heading nowhere
fast. The pitching is terrible. and
what's worse is that they gave up
their' relief ace Jim Kern in a
trade. The Indians do have some
solid hitters in Andre Thornton,
Rick Manning, Bobby Bonds, and
Jim Norris, but the club is so bad
b~' Charles Gaeta
The Baruch baseball team,
coached by Mr. .Engel, is a young
ream, short on experience, that 'is
enduring a season of develop-
ment. With 14 of the team's 21
players being freshmen and
sophomores, one cannot expect
greatness.
This team, however, IS not
without its individual stars.
Lenny Donner is currently hitting
at a .480 clip which makes him
one of the five leading hitters in
Baruch's division. And he can
run, too. Speaking of running,
Joe Timpa,a freshman, is among
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Butch Hobson have bad elbows
while relief ace Bill Campbell has
a bad shoulder. The pnly good
starting pitchers Boston has are
Dennis Eckersely and Mike
Torrez. They _have to get at least
one more good starter either from
the minor leagues or through a
trade. Boston has a solid starting
team that includes Jim Rice, Fred
Lynn, Carl YazrrzemskivDwighr
Evans, Rick Burleson, and Jerry
~ Rerny. Bostons bench is good, hut
not good enough for all the in-
juries this team has.
4. BALTIMORE ORIOLES-
Mgr .; Earl Weaver. Baltimore is
lacking in [00 many areas to be
considered serious contenders.
The trademark of the Orioles over
the vears has been they're great- ~..._-
pitching. This year [hey have an
excellent pitching staff, bur not
good enough to carry the team.
The teams only good hitters are
Eddie Murray. Ken Singleton,
and, Doug DeCinces. In order for
the Orioles toao really well they
must get much mote production
out of the other hitters. The one
thing the Orioles do have going
for them is the fact that they're
one of the best fielding teams in
baseball.
5. DETROIT TIGERS-Mgr.,
Len Hauss. The Tigers are a good
young team but they don't have
enough talent to make a real run
at. first place. They have two
excellent young pitchers in Dave
Rozema and Kip Young, but until
Mark Fidrych comes back they
won 'r move to far up in the
standings. Last years rookies
Alan Trammell and Lou
Whitaker (rookie of the year)
must continue to improve if the
Tigers are to be successful. It will
be up to Jason Thompson, Ron
Leflore, and Rusty Staub to carry'
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Mickey Rivers, or Reggie Jackson
is a great fielder, but the Yankees
should 'be able to overcome this
handicap.
2. MILwAUKEE BRE\\'ERS-
Mgr , George Bamberger: The
Brewers were the surprise team of
the Eastern div ision last year.
With the strong pitching of Mike
Caldwell and Larry Sorensen, the
Brewers ought to be. able to give
~ ~
the Yankees a good race. The
youngsters Paul Molitor and
Robin Yount provide strong
support in the middle of the
infoeld, while Sal Bando and
Cecil Cooper handle the corners.
The Brewers were the best hitting
team in baseball last year, and
also led the league in home runs
thanks to Gorman Thomas, Larry
Hisle, Ben Oglivie and Sal Banda.
The Brewers main problem is that
they don't have a good bullpen. If
they can pick up a relief ace, they
definitely could take the division.
The Brewers must also get strong
support from their other- starters
and their bench.
3" BOSTON RED SO-X-
Manager, Don Zimmer. The
Boston Red Sox appear to be
declining after . last years great
season. The Red Sox don't have
enough established pt iching to
take the division, and many of
their key players are suffering
from assorted injuries, Catcher
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by Josh Palestine
The American League East is
without doubt the most com-
petitive division in baseball. Last
year the N. Y. Yankees, Boston
Red Sox, Milwaukee Brewers,
Baltimore Orioles, and Detroit
Tigers all had winning records.
No other division had as many
teams with winning records. This
years race should be very exciting.
The Yankees are 'going for their
fourth first place finish in a row,
and the rest of the division will
give t hc.n all t hev can handle.' If- .. .
the Yankees don't stay on their
toes, lo.ik for a new first place.
team at the end of the season.
Yanks' to Repeat
I. THE NE\\' YORK
YANKEES-Mgr, Bob Lemon.
If the' New York Yankees are
trying to build a dynasty, they're
. off 10 a terrific starr. They've won
two W orld Series' in a row, and
buy free agents like there's no
tomorrow. With [he addition of
Tommy John and Louis Tiant ,
the Yankees have the strongest
pitching staff" in baseball. The
at her starters are Ron Guidry,
Catfish - Hunter, and Ed
Figureroa. The Yankees are sso
deep in pitching that D9J1 -Gullet
will be put on the siabled list, and
World Series star Jim Beattie will
seldom start. The Yankees do
need a good left handed relief
pitcher since they traded Sparky
Lyle. Rich Gossage can't do it all
by himself. The Yankee batting
lineup is also strong. The middle
of rhe lineup is awesome with
Thurman Munson, Reggie
Jackson, Chris Chambliss, and
Craig Nettles. As Iong as the
other hitters, especially Mickey
Rivers, carry their load, the
Yankee" will score a lot of runs.
One problem they have is a weak
outfield. Neither Lou PineIla,
by Sam Karper
A crowd of 13,719 came to shower. He threw three. pitches to
Shea Stadium on April 16 to the next batter, Willie Randolph,
tatch a rain-shortened Mayor's but could throw no more. Wayne
Trophy Game which ended in a 1- Twitchell came on in relief and
'1 tie. retired Randolph. Singles by Roy
Umpires. halted the annual White and Reggie Jackson gave
affair between the Yankees and the Yankees runners on first and
the Mets after. five innings. A third, but Twitchell settled down
steady rain, sloppy field con- and struck out Chris Chambliss to
-, ~E.LtQ-,}?-,___a!:L ~aJJL__ fljghJ 'Ic>_ _e.J1gJ.he_tQLeau~nd th_e.JnniJJ.R _
Montreal for the Mets, and the The -Mets went quietly in the
fact that this is only an exhibition bottom of [he first inning against
game, influenced the umpire's 38-year-old Luis Tiant. The only
decision after only a fourteen- runner EI Tiante allowed was
minute wait. Richie Hebner, who walked with
Mayor Koch seemed to enjoy two out.
[he afternoon more than anyone The Yankees threatened again
else. Before the game. he posed 'in the second, but failed to score.
with twenty Miss U.S.A.·A lead-off double by Jerry
hopefuls, who were tquring the Narron followed by a Brian Doyle
Big Apple and Shea Stadium, and single gave the Bronx Bombers
after the playing of the National runners at the corners. But. .
Antern , threw out the ceremonial Twitchell bore down once again.
"first QalI." The announcing of Fred Stanley struck out, Doyle ,.
his name drew an ovation of ap- was thrown out trying to steal
plause similar to the ones his second to complete the strikeout-
predecessors have received since double play, and Tiant struck out
the Game's inception in 1963. swinging, ending the rally.
Mike Scott, the Met pitcher The Mets broke the ice in their
making his Shea Stadium debut, half of the second. With two out,
lasted only one-third of an inning. Bruce Boisclair deposited a Tiant
Yankee lead-off batter Mickey fastball into. the Met bullpen in
Rivers lined Scott'ssecond pitch right field, giving the Amazins a
through the box. Unfortunately 1-0 lead. The lead, however, was
for Scott, the middle finger of his short-lived .
. pitching hand got in the way. Tim Rivers led off the top of the
-Foli, the Met shortstop, pickedup : third with a double, moved to
the ball-and barely threw out the third on an infield out, and scored
speedy Rivers. Scott wound, up on Jackson's second hit of the
whh an assist, a ruptured blood game.
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Attendance by students for the
Fencing and Baseball teams has
not bee~ very good to \ay the
least. Ron feels "that it would he
nice if more students came out to
watch, however the teams have no
right to insist that the st udcnt s
spend their time watching the
teams play." When asked how
other athletes felt about the
Baruch Athletic Program, Ron
replied that most of the athletes
have accepted the conditions as
t hey are, but there is a great deal
of room for improvement.
"......• ".. "' •.:.; :;0 4 '.# .J
,
- is Peredo "an excellent coach, but
he's one of the .most recognized
fencing coaches in the country."
Professor Peredo's coaching
expertise is evident by the fact
that the Fencing team had an
excellent season. Thisyear's,
Baseball team has a new coach.
Howard Engel. According to
White last year's"'coaching could
have been better. but he thinks
that the team will shape up under
Mr. Engel. Although the team
isn't doing well this season, the
~ .
future.remains __brightbecause the
team- has .many young players
who will improve" once they get
The Baruch Athlete
b~' Josh Palestine
What would you say if
-orneone asked you about' the
Baruch 'Athletic Program? A
typical response might be .. "\Vhal
athletic program?" In order to
get an understanding of how an
at hlete feels about the Baruch
At hlet ic Program. sophomore
Ron \\'hite' was interviewed.
White is a member of the Baruch
Fencing team and former catcher
for the Baseball team.
Ron White said that the quality
of. t-he faciliries varv for each
sport. Although some of the
fencing equipment is obsolete.
White feels that most of .. the
~ - "equlpmehC ''--is'-goo'darrct~well
maintained." The Fencing team
plays their home games on the
eleventh floor in the twenty-third
street building. A~ for baseball.
the equipment and uniforms are
good, but the same can't be said
for the teams' practice field which
is located at Houston Street and
the FOR Drive. White say ... that
the practice field is terrible and
- looks as if "people were herding
goats on it." Because the field is
in such awful xhape, the players
risk injurying themselves by
playing on it. The Baseball team'
play" their "home" game" on a
field in Queens which is an hour
and a hal f ride from t he school. It
i.... because White had to travel so
much going to and from game".
that caused him to give up.
baseball. Wh it e thinks that
Baruch ... hould have a home field
that i-. much closer to the school
like Queens. Brooklyn. and
Lehman Colleges do.
As for the coaches. RonWhite
couldn't say enough about
Professor AI Peredo, the fencing
coach. White' states that not only
Who can tolerate the constant
travel varsity cornptet ion require ....
because Baruch hasn't a .... occer
field or baseball diamond?
Brooklyn College has a $1 M
Astroturf field, Tartan track. and
has the distinction of being the
only CUNY school. to field a
football ream. They own a
spacious 26-acre campus with
luxuries the Baurch tudent has
never known-Ii ke gra- and tree.....
City College operate.... on a 35 acre
campus, with over $5M dollars
worth of builings and equipment
earmarked for completion by
1980. Yet the excuse for Baruchs '
poverty is "lack of funds".
Cont, onp. 15 col. 1
both games, 15-11 and 15-6.
Baruch played Livingston in the
thrid round and they s~lit the two
games. After getting whipped in
the first game 15-~, Baruch came
back in the second game to win
15-11. In the final round of
regular play, .Baruch played
Rensselaer. Rensselaer won the
first game 15-10, but Baruch held
on to win the second 15-12. After
four rounds of play Baruch ahd a
4-4 record, and had to beat
Livingston in sudden death to
quali fy for rhe playoffs. Baruch
rose to the occasion by
slaughtering Livingston 15-7.
Baruch then went on to play
Queens College in the playoffs
arid lost both games, 15-11 and
15-5. Queens then won the
championship by bearing the U.S.
Merchant Marine Academy.
Baruch played an excellent
tournament. only losing badly
againsr the first and second place
teams. The coach of Queens
College commended Baruch for
their fine play, and recommended
that they join the E.c.v.L All
t he players are returning next year
and would like nothing better
than to form a varsity volleyball
team. If these players can play so
well against teams that have
pla~y tournaments,
imagine how well [hey would do
once the got the experience of
playing against the same caliber
of competition consistently.
Debbie Ferrentt i. who has a real
love for volleyball. already
coaches the women's varsity
volleyball team and would be
more than happy to help establish
a men's varsity volleyball-team if
they could get the funds.
Baruch played New Paltz in the
first round of the tournament and
won both games, 15-11 and 15-10.
The next team Baruch played was
the United Merchant Marine
Academy, and they didn't fare
too well against them. Baruch lost,
D.O.A.
by Josh Palestine .
On March 24, the Baruch
Men's Volleyball Club played in a
E.C. V .L. (Eastern Collegiate
Volleyball League) tournament
with nine other teams at the'
United Merchant Marine
Academy . Besides Baruch the
other teams in the tournament
were the U.S. Merchant Marines,
New Paltz, Livingston, Ren-




for' Baruch, Columbia, and
Queesnboro Community all the
other teams were the varsities of
t hei r schools.
Considering Baruch doesn't
have amen's varsity volleyball
team, this club did very well by
coming in third place. The
starters for the team are player-
coach Eddy Al t i ne , Alex
Baranovsky. Serge Baranovsky,
Enrique Garcia, Leo Reynese and
either Feranando Chavez or Joe
Kennion who are also the two top
substitutes for the team. Debbie
Ferretti is the teams faculty
adviser. Eddie Altine and Alex
Baranovsky both had an out-
standing tournament. Altine, who
could have played on the United
Stares Olympic Team some years
ago, was picked as one of. the six
. best players in the tournament our
of 120 players who participated.
b)-' ErnestFagan, Jr~ ----
Baruch college i-, well known
for i t ~ excel len t academ ic
programs: Everyone knows of it ....
.... chools of Public Administration
and Bu .... iness, one of t he biggest
in the world. Everyone knows
they <upplv 30 070 of the city's
CPA'". Yes, their scholastic track
record i.... impressive. but their
athletic record is not.
Sports at Baruch is dead. Not
dying, as in once being alive, but
dead. Occa <io nall y , t he in-
tramural department makes a
feeble attempt to arouse student
part icipat ion , but it is short lived ..
Why docsn 't Baruch College have
a fairly active athletic program?
Very simply. we lack the facilities.
funds, and student interest.
The students - at Baruch have
good reason· to have a careless
attitude toward spans. Who can
gel excited about running around
arnusty armory, or worse out in
t he street around Gramercy Park?
·Baruch Spor-tS:
to.
